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EDITOR: John A. M. Galilee Telephone 222-4108
Correspondence and news items always welcomed.

January 1967

CHRISTMAS DINNER Dec. 28, 1966'

It is getting to be customary now for descriptions of Club activities to be
couched in more and more glowing terms. This year's Christmas Dinner was no
exception. The attendance reached an all-time high - enthusiasm was boundless
and decorations of Pop Art Christmas themes really dug, man.

After generous potions of wassail the Executive procession entered the hall to
the strains of the Choral March under the direction of Keith Bissell. The
Sargeant-at-arms (Bill Duthie) and the Marshal (Al Collier) were particularly
resplendent in their striking robes. There then followed the Boar's Head Pro-
cession to musical accompaniment. It should be noted here that the eight
Candle Bearers, although honored by their office, have, for year, suffered
deep humiliation because there seems to be no other office that will earn them
promotion. It has been suggested that the candles should be of varying sizes
to signify seniority.

Grace having been said in Latin by our worthy Abbot John Wevers, the company
fell to. The President proposed a toast to the St. George's Society. John
Irwin, St. George's President, replied by bringing greetings and flatteringly
noted that we are a favoured and cultured group of tenants but he darkly hinted
that the rent was to be escalated on January 1st. Harry Jamieson, true Scot as
he is, again tried to put in a word for the St. Andrew's Society but his efforts
were to no avail.

During the dinner and afterwards, the choir sang carols under Keith Bissell's
masterly direction. John Yocom was the accompanist on the piano.

What followed next, the ENTERTAINMENT created a division of opinion among
members. It was entitled "Christmas goes Pop at the Arts § Letters Club".
It consisted of two projections of slides and tapes of Club Christmas dinners
of past years, interspersed with geometric and irrelevant flashes accompanied
by a cacophonous background. We gather, after speaking to Stephen Langmead,
that it was a form of protest against the commercialization of Christmas. Per-
haps it was a bit too loud and too long. It did get through some sort of message
--it was an electronic nightmare. Perhaps if some of the pictures had lingered
a bit we might have been more aware of its purpose. It was MOD, MOD, MOD and we
are no doubt just SQUARE, SQUARE, SQUARE.
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The Production was under the chairman Stephen Langmead with George Prokos acting
as co-ordinator. Al Collier, sound tape, and the slides chosen by Michael Milne
from the Club's archives with "added items".

During the showing Bill Shelden wandered about the stage in a daze, probably to
emphasize the more moving parts of the extravaganza. Back stage, both Yvon Doucet
and Roly Pincoe performed with their customary efficiency.

Finally, we were all brought back to the Christmas spirit by the singing of the
First Noel led by Sir Ernest MacMillan at the piano. The extemporizations be-
tween verses are features that mark this rendition truly Sir Ernest's own.

The Hall was decorated by large panels to illustrate Pop Art at Christmas. These,
which have proved to be conversation pieces, were painted by Eric Aldwinckle,
Clive Clark, Yvon Doucet, Jim Hubbard, Michael Milne, Gerald Sevier, Oz Stacey
and Walter Coucill.

A traditional and congenial Club custom has been restored. Interesting, and
usually distinguished, guests will be invited to share the luncheon hour with
members, to speak briefly on some phase of their professional activities and
to answer questions.

* The Committee that will promote such "guest appearances" is at the moment as
follows (and will be enlarged).

Telephone
Floyd S. Chalmers, Chairman: 362-5311
E.A.R. Newson, Secretary 363-0226
Alan Collier, Painting and Sculpture 483-0930
Arthur Gelber, Music and Ballet 363-3231
Robin Harris, Education and Letters 928-2510
Tom Howarth, Architecture 928-2573
Mavor Moore, Light entertainment 366-1656

Every member of the Club is invited to regard himself as a member of the com-
mittee and to put forward suggestions of interesting personalities coming to
town, or local people (including club members) involved in an interesting pro-
ject or activity.

Telephone your suggestions to Floyd Chalmers, Ernie Newson or any member of the
committee. Newson will see that members receive a post-card notification when-
ever a guest is coming to lunch.

Usually, guests will be asked to come at 12:15 for a round of refreshments with
members, followed by lunch with some member who will act as his host for the
day, with a few "well-chosen words" at about 1:15, and adjournment between 1:45
-2:00.

*Members lunching at the club will sit wherever they wish and lunch whenever they
like. The usual atmosphere of complete informality will not be disturbed.



and song leader (and sang three solos himself). Norman Hurrle was genially at
the piano. Some 60 members, wives and friends attended, had a gourmet dinner of
shrimp, rare beef, ham, turkey, assorted salads, patisseries and cheeses, and
afterwards (mirabile dictu) were able to sing with gusto and sentiment for three-
quarters of an hour, ranged around the fireplace, piano and Maude. Bob Christie
on the fringe of the harmony didn't dislocate it and Bill Thompson's tenor I was B
a foil to Maude's bass II buckler.

T.A.
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GLIMPSES OF THE PAST (continued from last month)

Thursday, December 5, 1912

After luncheon at the Club today, those of us who remained were treated to two
violin selections by Mischa Elman. The noted violinist, who plays at Massey Hall
tonight, was Bridle's guest. He is a queer-looking little fellow, almost ugly
and with frizzly hair. One looks at him and wonders how such as he can be so
divinely gifted. I was told that he was loose in his morals. He is obviously
coarse in his tastes, eating like a starved newsboy. But, with his instrument in
his hands he can produce wonderful harmonies. The club room presented a picture-
sque appearance as he played. There was a fire blazing in the big fireplace and
the members present were grouped about it. On the little platform in the far
corner Mischa played his two pieces. He seemed to mesmerize everybody.

Saturday, January 25, 1913

This afternoon the Arts G Letters Club tendered a reception to Raold Amundsen,
the discoverer of the South Pole. There was a large turnout of members and the
room looked quite attractive. Amundsen is just a plain, sensible-looking fellow,
womewhat like a British naval officer in appearance. He has a rather prominent
hooked nose, teeth that protrude ever so little as he smiles, and a good large
head. He wore just an ordinary grey tweed suit. President Beatty welcomed him
in a well conceived address to which the guest replied very briefly. His speech
is a little broken. Then there was some music and I came away.

Monday, May 26, 1913

I had luncheon at the Club and listened to Peter Donovan and others discuss the
new Pellatt mansion (Casa Loma). It seems to be conceded that the whole scheme
is vulgar.

Arthur L. Phelps sent us a clipping from the Saturday Magazine section
of The Winnipeg Free Press of Nov. 5, 1966. This describes a visit to his pent-
house apartment in Kingston and his country place a few miles out of town at
Chaffey's Mill. Those of you who listen to his radio programme Neighbourly News
on Sunday mornings will have some idea of the conversation that took place. The
full text is being handed to Frank Carrington, the archivist, for the scrap book.

For the last "Ladies Night" dinner of 1966 (Dec 14) an AGL happening, not quite
a tradition, was revived with a pre-Christmas sing-song. Harry Maude was M.C.
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· Walter Bowker, Editor of Architecture Canada, has reason to feel
proud these days. His publication won the top award in North America for the
greatest improvement in design among institutional and professional publications
in the past year. The competition was sponsored by the U.S. publication
INDUSTRIAL MARKETING - the winning award being presented at a luncheon in the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York. Naturally Walter shares credit with his
editorial board and the firm of consultants which he engaged.

Members will be sorry to learn that Joe Barfoot was again involved in a serious
motor accident. This happened just before Christmas when he and his wife were
returning to town from their Terra Cotta hide-away. It was a straight front-end
collision with Joe getting the worst of it. -- We hasten to add that it was the
fault of the other driver. Joe is recovering nicely but slowly at the Ortho-
paedic Hospital on Wellesley Street East. All being well Joe hopes to be moved
to the St. John's Convalescent Home, Cummer Avenue, Willowdale in a few days and
will be there until March 1st. His period of waiting will be gladdened by re-
ceiving a card or phone call from his many friends.

OBITUARY

Dr Albert Hill Rolph For many years, Dr. A. H. (Bert) Rolph served as one of
* the candle bearers in the boar's head procession at the

Club's Christmas dinners. He was in his place a year ago.
This year he was missing. His death had occurred on December 19.

A quiet unassuming sort of chap, Bert Rolph had led in his 86 years a life of
much activity, usefulness and enjoyment. A member of the Rolph family, a name
familiar in the lithographing industry, he received his early education at the
Toronto Church School, graduating as head boy. He then attended University Col-
lege and after obtaining his B.A. degree, in 1902, took up the study of medicine,
graduating in 1906. After two years spent in hospitals in Toronto, he pursued
his studies in London, England, taking the degrees of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P. in
1909. From then until 1915 he practised in Toronto. During the years 1915 to
1919, he saw war service in Canada, England and France. Then on his return to
Canada he became the radiologist in charge of the X-Ray department of the Hospital
for Sick Children, a position he held until his retirement now quite a few years
ago. He never married but was a devoted uncle to numerous nephews and nieces.

Bert was a great lover of music and in his earlier years a violinist of no mean
attainments. He was a regular attendant at concerts in Massey Hall. It was
possibly his ear for music that led him as a youth into the field of poetry and
a book of his poems was privately printed years ago. Since his retirement his
great love has been his garden at Weston to which he devoted time and talent so
that it became one of the outstanding private gardens in Metro Toronto. By way
of relaxation from his gardening labors, he was accustomed for a good many years
to take time off to go mountaineering in the Rockies with the Alpine Club of

SCanada, of which he was an active member.

W.A.C.
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THE LIBRARY

The National Geographic Society has just recently published
This England, a sumptuous feast for the eye and surely a nostalgic treat for
all Anglophiles. The 440 pages ccntain 620 full-colour pictures; at the
back of this handsomely-bound book is a large insert of Shakespeare's Britain.
H. V. Morton leads you through the Lake District; Alan Villiers cruises West
Country coves; George Rodger reveals his love affair with a Kentish village;
Allan Fisher, Jr. writes of his beloved London; Stuart Jones roams the Mid-
lands, and a number of other writers contribute chapters or vignettes.

Painting In Canada, by J. Russell Harper, is the result of a
joint Centennial undertaking by the Canada Council and the University of
Toronto Press. The book contains nearly 400 illustrations, a lively text,
and - a most useful addition - some 340 biographical notes. The Club has
received a copy of this book through the kind donation of member Marsh
Jeanneret.

Arnot Craik has given to the library a copy of his latest book,
Little Tales Of Old Port Hope. These tales appeared weekly, during the past
two years in the Port Hope Evening Guide. These vignettes of town life of a
century ago are well indexed and illustrated with old photographs.

A copy of Morrice, the recently published tribute to a famous
Canadian artist by Kathleen Daly Pepper, was presented as a gify by the
author's nephew Dick Daly. Fourteen of Morrice's paintings are reproduced
in this book of charming insights into the life of a talented painter.

H.B.
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EDITOR: John A. M. Galilee Telephone 222-4108

Correspondence and news items always welcomed.

February 1967

MONTHLY DINNER

The January Dinner was held on the 28th, which, you will remember, was the

aftermath of one of Toronto's usual winter storms. While the attendance was

expectedly low, it was noted by more than one - including the President - that

it was the younger members who failed to turn out. In fact, only one answered

to this description although some tried to qualify, but it was their second

childhood that gave them away.

Due to the absence of our Chaplain, John Wevers, it fell to the President to

say Grace which he did in the shortest version consisting of two words. Par-

0 ticularly large portions of excellent roast beef were then served. Robin's

post-prandial remarks - greeted with the usual interruptions - disclosed that

the Club is now in the process of becoming affiliated with two well-known clubs.

The first, the Scottish Arts Club of Edinburgh, Scotland and second, a Chicago

club known as the Cliff Dwellers. The President assured us that both these

clubs have remarkable similarities to ours but in the case of the Chicago club

the similarity abruptly ceases in one important particular --- they have lots

of money!

The President referred briefly to two members who had died recently -- Donald

McLeod and Bert Rolph. He welcomed back to Toronto Albert Watson who has been

living in New York for some years. He called on Walter Coucill to say a few

words concerning a project that members would be interested in. Walter told

how he unofficially represented the Club when Corbett House was opened in the

grounds of Victoria University on January 27 to be the permanent headquarters

of the Canadian Association for Adult Education -- a group with which our late

President Ned Corbett had worked so hard in its early days as its Director

(1936-1951).

Bill Swinton, in his usual witty style, introduced Bill O'Dea the new Director

of the Ontario Centre for Science and Technology - Ontario's belated Centennial

project now under construction in Don Mills. Dr. O'Dea with a wealth of exper-

ience behind him in organizing museums all over the world as well as being a

part of the appropriate committee of U.N.E.S.C. in this field, accepted the

Ontario project as a challenge. Put in a nutshell the Centre will show youth

what there is in Canada. It is aimed to set their minds aflame. Dr. O'Dea's

enthusiasm was infectious. The Centre is to be alive with demonstrations all

aimed to emphasize the three learning factors of science -- Observe-Deduce-

Check. Ontario's Department of Education is entering into this project with
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great interest.

In the question period which followed it was obvious that members were vitally
interested. When is the Centre going to be ready? Construction completed by
October 1968 - open for inspection early 1969.

Robin Strachan thanked the speaker for his most interesting address.

We publish a Centennial poem, "This Is My Birthday" by A.G. Wynne Field as our
Centennial project.

THIS IS MY BIRTHDAY. . .

I am a century old;
I speak a hundred languages and many dialects;
The seasoning sun sometimes makes me look white, sometimes
yellow, occasionally black and often red;
Compare me not with the French or English,
Nor with German, Russian or Pole:
For I have the habits and mores and virtues and vices of all nations;

Though men have scarred my features with ribbons of cement
And built high teepees in bunches ori my native appearance
There remains oh so much beauty in my hills and mountains
And my thousands of sparkling lakes
And my countless trees which sleep in winter
And burst like green bonnets each summer;

Though my sons have journeyed forth to distant wars
Never have they joined in argosies of conquest,
Nor foisted views on any man;
I do not talk much
But my tongue is listened to in the world's councils:
It speaks for freedom
And the right of all men to live free;

I am 100 years old;
I refuse to boast
But don't down-grade me
And don't push me
For I am a land rich in opportunities
And exist because my people want me to exist;

In my century-old blood excitement is running
And twenty million cells in my brain
Cry out for growth and progress and joie de vive;
Born in freedom and nurtured in clean strife
I intend to so live in the next century
That unhappy people everywhere will say
"There is a mighty land and good...
CANADA!! !"

A. G. Wynne Field



MONTHLY DINNER February 25

The speaker, Mavor Moore, only just made it, having arrived at 10 past 7 from

Ottawa carrying with him the secrets of the Carter Commission. The delay in

starting the dinner probably cost the Club a fortune at the bar. Robin Strachan

singled out Arnott Craick and Arthur Phelps for recognition at the table, the

former for his attendance at an evening event, the latter for his Neighbourly

News Sunday morning feature. Oz Stacey introduced Mavor briefly but pointedly

(those who were present will get this). Naturally the audience while not large
knew they were going to get a wigging from Mavor concerning the slow progress

of the St. Lawrence Centre for the Performing Arts - and they were not dis-

appointed. Mavor spoke of the revolution in art and emphasized that it is not

what you do but what you make out of it. Our very existence depends on what we

create. Quick quotes from the great were hurled at us such as "We must not only

earn a living but we must learn a living." Some interesting statistics from

Harvard University show that graduates are engaging in the humanities more and
more and entering into the business world less and less. Mavor bemoaned the

fact that the St. Lawrence Centre has received very little good publicity but

a great deal has been written about its cost, little about its future operation.
We, as Canadians, seem to lack a vision, we are so ultra-conservative that we

would prefer to export our artists rather than give them opportunities here.

The speaker was particularly distressed because according to utterances at the

City Hall sewers take precedence over Art. He told about the pessimists who
predicted that the Centre in Charlottetown would be a white elephant. He was

glad to tell that it is used five nights a week and that the library incorpor-

ated with it has a six time circulation of books over former years. There was

much more said than this brief sketch can cover. The talk did provoke some

lively and almost acrimonious discussion, entered into by John Coulter, Wentworth

Walker, Pat Hume and Tom Allen. Mavor was thanked by Robin for his enthusiastic

talk.

On January 31st we were privileged to hear a few words from a distinguished

British typographer, Ruarie McLean, Honorary Typographical advisor to Her

Majesty's Stationary Office, London, England. Mr. McLean spoke in modest terms

about his work. What he didn't tell was that he is the author of Victorian Book

Design and Art Editor of the Connoisseur.

Another guest to be introduced to the Club at lunch recently was Rustopovitch,

the Russian cellist, who was performing in Massey Hall in a TSO series. He was

brought by Harry Ebbs of the Hospital for Sick Children where Rustopovitch was

entertaining some of the children. Dr. Ross who is interning in the Hospital

acted as interpreter. It is worth noting that Dr. Ross is a lady - the third

of her sex to lunch with us in our Club's history - also she is an Australian

by birth, married to a Russian.

*t * **

Walter Coucill is being congratulated these days on the publication of the

National Trust Company's Centennial portfolio of Canadian wildflowers arranged

by provinces. The background of each flower group is a natural setting which

was obtained by visiting the different places. Walter has reduced these scenes

to a composite simplicity easily understood by everyone.

I
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When a company like Massey-Ferguson Ltd. wins awards in the Financial Post's
Annual Report contest five times in six years they have reason to be delighted.
But the one who actually plans the whole report should be congratulated. That
man is H.G. Kettle, tall and quiet spoken (Fred Shaw note) who is a M-F. vice
president in charge of Public Relations. This must be one of his more satisfying
jobs. Another happy person must be Chuck Matthews whose firm, Sampson Matthews,
printed the Report. His son Bill superintended the production of the Report.

George Hulme, our Picture Committee Chairman, has been busy lately. First there
was a retrospect collection entitled "A Painter's Progress" of pictures of the
late L.A.C. Panton, a former president of the Club. And then there was a small
group of prints entitled "New Dimensions in Printmaking" done by Winston Leathers
and John K. Esler. The display in the Hall was not happy - the low tones of the
prints either were not adequately lighted or the background killed them. We
would like to have seen them in a different place. Both of these collections
were shown through the kind offices of The Art Institute of Ontario.

In the lounge there are three pictures of Oz Stacey, one of H. S. Palmer and a
few of the late Jock Macdonald. This idea of having changes of pictures in the
lounge is commendable. It gives the lounge a kind of lived-in appearance.

We were glad to hear that Burwell Coon was elected an Honorary member of the
Ontario Association of Architects at its recent annual meeting. This is a ·
rarely bestowed distinction. You can hardly believe it, but Burwell has served
the profession and its Association for 45 years.

LAPP'S CORNER

Now look here Lucretia, you've simply got to level with us once and for all about
that big rape scene of yours with music by Benjamin Britten. For years we've
listened to a lot of propaganda about how you were done dirt, but after last
night at the MacMillan Theatre I don't believe you at all. Mazz certainly doesn't
think so, and Herman Geiger-Torel will not comment, which means he agrees with
Mazz and me. Oh, I admit you made a big fuss and shouted the usual "No, a thou-
sand times no" but we all saw you sneak your arms up and pull his face down on
yours. How come you stopped singing for thirty seconds? You sang beautifully,
your handmaidens sang beautifully, even the dastard who allegedly attached you
sang gorgeously. (Haw, Haw) The orchestra led by Ernesto Barbini sounded
super, although thirty musicians would have supplied more "oomph" when your boy
friend went to work on you. A roll on the tympani can't do everything. Your
day bed was inadequate - two by five is not enough. After this, insist on double
or nothing. Herman will support you in this. He is an artistic director of
great understanding. One final word, when you know you are in for it, it looks
and sounds more convincing if you belt out a few lusty screams for help whether
you mean them or not. The minute he threw his sword away you might have known
what he was after and let go a few hair-raisers even if Ernesto and Britten
didn't have them in the score. I suggest, if this happens again, don't close
your eyes, lie back and think of England, do something positive like, say, a
token sock on the nose. Yank his beard.

I
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Last month tribute was paid to a sincere and talented artist when the C.B.C.

broadcast a programme of his compositions. Gordon Langlois during his long

tenure as organist in several prominent churches in Toronto managed to squeeze

in some time for composition. Many of his pieces for choir, soloists and organ

were played in the broadcast and were certainly worthy of the auspicious

occasion.

I would like to know who owned that conceited, supercilious voice that came on

in the intermission of The Messiah over CBC in December. He admitted, it

seemed, that The Messiah would have been a better oratorio if Handel and Company

had consulted him before they wrote it. He seemed bent on debunking the whole

thing which someone should tell him is a little late. I'll bet his children all

know there isn't any Santa Claus. How dull can you get?

Dr. Charles Peaker's series of recitals in St. Pauls Church to packed houses

was, I think, the most enjoyable of them all. Ubiquitous Keith Bissell was

there as where isn't he these days, and I'm glad he was as I always am. Now

there's a sentence for you which, lacking in construction it may be, is packed

to the last syllable with sincerity.

I did a small show with my operatic society for the Eaton's Girls Club in which

Harry Maude sang "But Who May Abide" from "The Messiah" the way we should hear

it in Massey Hall, but don't. Harry can sing "The Messiah" from memory which

may be partly why he sounds better than others with the book stuck up in front

of their faces.

John Sidgwick has been doing some excellent organ pieces on CBC including some

new things by Healey Willan which are rarely heard such as his Passacagalia

et al.

Jack Brockie who thought his days in the show business were over since his re-

tirement from Eatons suddenly found himself hauled out and forced into the

position of running the Centennial projects for Ontario. I don't think his

mammoth production at the Parliament Buildings in Queen's Park on New Year's

Eve will ever be forgotten especially by the few who prophesied it would be a

flop. Flop, eh? Fifty thousand people watching all that colour, all that

talent, all that organization? Jack's period fashion show is booked way past

1967 into the next year. And these are only two of his brain children.

David Ouchterlony has made headlines recently with a new musical invention for

the improvement of teaching technique. I am too stupid to understand it so

ask Dave.

I notice that Healey Willan's Deirdre, a real opera, made in Canada, tried and

proved many times, is not included in the operatic repertoire of Expo, Nicholas?

Didn't you hear? Herman says that at O'Keefe's it made more money than Verdi's

"Macbeth". Get back on that barge of yours and do a little realistic thinking.

I saw an old copy of the Cannington Gleaner yesterday. Two items which caught

my eye. One was in the church notices. "Let us go to church and worship in

all humidity". The other was in the personal, "William Smith died last week,

leaving his only sin, John Smith."

H.L.



(AN EDITORIAL)

The monthly dinners are arranged to provide an opportunity for members to relax
on a Saturday evening (generally the last Saturday of the month) to enjoy a drink
in the lounge and then repair (sometimes needed) to the Hall for dinner. After-
wards we have someone to speak, play or demonstrate to us, arranged through our
talented entertainment committee. There is often some sparkling repartee directed
at the Chairman. Altogether, the monthly dinners are quite something. Yet we do
not seem to see many of our younger, newer members at these affairs. After all,
it's only once a month. If you feel the programme is too stuffy, why not volunteer
to put one on? Just to prove our point, that we are a different bunch, the next
Monthly dinner is on April 1st -- yes, the first Saturday of April. How about it
new members?

* * * * *

The Spring Cabaret

We hereby announce that the Spring Cabaret will be held towards the end of April.
The theme will have something to do with numbers, automation and figures . . .
(interesting possibilities). Scripts are being submitted, composers are busy
and workers with hammer and saw are flexing their muscles. The Club Spring
Cabaret is one of the most important catalysts in the year. Be ready with a
willing "yea" when you are called. Better still tell Pat Hume that you have
just the thing up your sleeve.

Members Recently Elected to the Club

PAUL CHRISTIE (non professional) Psychiatrist, nominated by Frank Starr and
John Irwin. Dr. Christie has strong interests in music and is a past member of
the Mendelssohn Choir and the Trinity Club Damatic Society.

DANIEL McCARTHY (Professional) Broadcasting Supervisor of the CBC was nominated
by William McElcheran and Eric Freifeld. He is interested in music, drama and
the visual arts.

R.W.N. ROBERTSON (professional) was nominated by B. V. Sandwell and Anthony
Adamson. Mr. Robertson is a well known editor and is interested in music,
drama, photography and painting.

EDUARD ZUKOWSKI (professional) was nominated by D. McDonald and James Hubbard.
A conservator on the staff of the Art Gallery of Ontario, Mr. Zukowski's
interests are in the visual arts.

JOHN T. BAND (non-professional) was nominated by Leslie Trevor and lan Cameron.
His interests are in painting, sculpture and music.

ALAN GRAHAM (professional) nominated by Macy Dubois and J.A. Floyd. An architect,
Mr. Graham is interested in music and the visual arts.

THOMAS B. HENDRY (professional) nominated by John Coulter and Arthur Gelber. An
active producer and theatre man, Mr. Hendry is also interested in music, films
and literature.

S
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6 DOUGLAS LOCHHEAD (professional) nominated by William Howard and Yvon Doucet.
The Librarian of Massey College and Professor of English in the University of
Toronto, Mr. Lochhead is interested in poetry, painting and printing.

LEON MAJOR (professional) nominated by John Coulter and Ettore Mazzoleni.
Mr. Major, director of the Neptune Theatre, Halifax is interested in theatre,
music and the visual arts.

RONALD R. NAPIER (non-professional) was nominated by Healey Willan and Horace
Lapp. A concert music administrator and publisher, Mr. Napier will take an
active part in the musical affairs of the Club.

GORDON NORMAN (non-professional) nominated by Gordon Peters and Robert Turnbull.
A collector of rare books, Mr. Norman has a wide range of interests in the
literary and visual arts.

DONALD RYERSON (non-professional) nominated by Frank Starr and Loren Oxley.
Mr. Ryerson is Principal Designate of the Central High School of Commerce and
actively interested in music and drama.

E.E. STEWART (non-professional) nominated by Floyd Chalmers and John Irwin.
Mr. Stewart is Assistant Deputy Minister in the Department of University

Affairs and is interested in theatre, the visual arts and literature.

PAUL SWEETMAN (professional) nominated by Keith Bissell and Charles Peaker.
Mr. Sweetman is head of the music department at the Eastern High School of
Commerce and is actively interested in music and drama.

H.F. ROSS WEBSTER (non-professional) nominated by Tuzo Wilson and George
McGillivray. Mr. Webster is strongly interested in the visual arts and is
himself a painter in oils.

OBITUARY

DONALD IVAN McLEOD

Donald I. McLeod, whose death occurred on January 22 at the age of 80
years, had the distinction of being one of the most accomplished amateur painters
in the membership of the Club. His work, when hung at Club exhibitions, won the
admiration of even the professional artists.

"D.I.", as he was called by his friends, was born in Owen Sound. He was a
graduate of Queen's University and later in life served for many years as a
member of its board of governors. On graduation he entered the field of journal-
ism, in which he had got an early start in his home town. He worked as reporter
on several papers and had experience in the press gallery at Ottawa. But jour-
nalism was a poorly paid profession and finance looked more alluring. He changed
his occupation and became a bond salesman. Then in 1921, while working for A. E.
Ames § Co., he, along with his associates in the Ames office, W. Ewart Young and
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J. Gordon Weir, formed the firm of McLeod, Young, Weir & Co., an investment house
which now ranks high among such institutions in Canada.

Once the business was well established, "D.I." was able to devote more and
more time to the fascinating hobby he had taken up - amateur painting. Resident
for some time in Montreal, his early work was done in the Province of Quebec,
and the neighbouring New England states. Later he took to making winter trips
to Florida. These alternated with summer visits to the art colony at Rockport,
Mass., where he and his friend, Charles Greenshields of Montreal, acquired the
Old Mill and made it their headquarters for sketching expeditions. He became a
prolific producer. The offices of the firm are adorned with many of his produc-
tions, while his home in Forest Hill Village became filled with them. His work
was mainly landscapes, though he did diverge at Rockport to do some effective
painting of fishing vessels and other craft. It may be said of his numerous
canvases that they were all wholesome, pleasing and understandable.

In addition to his paintings, some years ago D.I. set to work and wrote his
reminiscences. These were never published but those who had the privilege of
reading them found them most entertaining. They were laced with anecdotal
material about his experiences and about the many public and professional men
he had encountered during his life, as journalist, financier and artist.

D.I. was always "good company". Though modest and never self-assertive
or argumentative, his mind was well stored with information in many fields and
he was able to make useful contributions to any disucssions that might arise
around the luncheon table. But his forte was the anecdote. He had a most re-
tentive memory and was able to draw on it for an apposite story to meet almost
any situation. He was a good friend to many of the members of the Arts & Letters
Club, who held him in high esteem and admired his work.

W. A. C.

* * * * *

THE LIBRARY

Building Canada is a greatly altered and enlarged second edition of Looking At
Architecture in Canada. There are several new chapters, and the author has given
a generally different treatment to the eighteenth century classical tradition and
Victorian classical revivals. The illustrations which make up more than half the
book, provide a magnificent pictorial essay.

Two new works of reference are currently on display to whet the appetite of
lovers of facts. The 1967 edition of Whitakers Almanack contains over 1200 pages
of information and statistics, while the 1967 edition of the Canadian Almanac and
Directory contains over 800 pages of similar material.

City On The Ottawa is detailed historical guide to Canada's capital. It was
produced by a member of the Information and Historical Division of the National
Capital Commission and contains many old photographs as well as drawings and maps.
Roby Kidd has kindly donated to the library a copy of the programme produced for
the opening of Corbett House, the new national headquarters of the Canadian Asso-
ciation for Adult Education. This booklet is an impressive tribute to the late
Ned Corbett, a former president of the Club.

H. B.
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MONTHLY DINNER April 1, 1967

The last dinner of the season brought out a good crowd of members to
experience unique entertainment as well as sumptuous fare. Robin Strachan
came from Montreal to fulfill his presidential duties. During the dinner he
asked three of our faithful oldtimers to take a bow - Harry Smith, Arnott
Craick and Albert Watson. Dr. Carl Williams received a well-deserved accolade
on his recently announced appointment as President of the University of Western
Ontario.

Two Massey College protegees - S. Gupta and R. Fothergill presented their
film ODD BALLS which turned out to be lots of fun. It started out as a simple
game of croquet viewed by a rather bored audience of Fellows with the Master
of Massey College acting as a sort of cheer leader. The game soon got quite
out of hand as the balls skipped out of bounds and got mixed up with street
car tracks, the subway, the Nathan Phillips Square with its pool and then
back home. This light film showed what some of the Fellows are up to behind
the austere wall exterior at Devonshire Place and Hoskin.

Dr. Robertson Davies was then introduced by Dr. Swinton who told a most
credible ghost story himself. Dr. Davies had evidently done his homework
rather well. We have no intention of writing a precis of his excellent talk
on Ghosts. Sufficient be it to say that the audience hung on every word and
plucked witticisms that were scattered like confetti. Dr. Davies, after defin-
ing a ghost proceeded to give an account of them as far as history is concerned.
He dwelt on the ghosts of Shakespeare and literary giants such as Wilkie Collins,
Henry James and Pushkin. He ended his address with a ghost story that kept us
on edge. Such erudition as shown by our speaker has not graced our stage for
many a long year. Robin Strachan thanked Dr. Davies on behalf of the appreciative
audience.

LADIES' NIGHT March 29, 1967

This was a Ladies' Night to end all Ladies' Nights. Not only was there a
large crowd but there was tremendous enthusiasm that filled every cranny of
the staid St. George's Hall.

It was all the brain child of Walter Packman who reasoned that if the men
can put on a show, why not their ladies? So all members' wives were invited to
send in a sample of their collective hobbies, their handicrafts, their pictures,
well everything! The Hall looked something like a Birks store, a country fair
and an art gallery. People were buzzing about all over the place, taking care,
no doubt, to be very careful about their remarks for fear the artist was within
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earshot. It was a remarkable demonstration of the prolific artistic ability

of members' wives belieing the rumour that a woman's place is in the kitchen.

The buffet supper was very popular - all spaces seemed to be at a premium.

One was lucky to find a vacant spot to set down the abundance offered. After

reasonable order was established, entertainment was offered by Tom Allen who

dug out of his pocket a few sheets of well worn paper on which he had, with

painstaking effort, written down the programme notes.

Ruth Pincoe sang a group of Scarlatti arias most beautifully. Her well

trained voice was obvious but her charm of delivery endeared her to the

audience. Mrs. Starr played a group of Irish folk tunes on the cello. She

was accompanied on the piano by Mrs. Chapman, the widow of a former President

of the Club. This group was well received. Mrs. de Corneille, surely the

nicest looking Lady Macbeth that ever trod the boards, gave two recitations

with considerable dramatic effect. Altogether the entertainment was very

much like that which was presented long years ago in the great hall, after

which the men would retire to their port and the ladies to their backgammon.

Yes, it was a great idea of Walter's.

Members contemplating some travelling this summer are reminded that they are

welcome to enjoy the facilities (for a price) of our affiliated Clubs. Here

they are -

New York . ...... The Salmagundi Club,

Chicago . ...... The Cliff Dwellers ;

Montreal . . . . . . . The Arts Club

London, England . . .. The Savage Club

Edinburgh, Scotland . . . Scottish Arts ·

All that is necessary is to obtain from Fred Kemp a letter of introduction.

The Annual Spring Cabaret MAD ABOUT FIGURES April 24-29 got off to a

fine start by Sid Johnson's brilliant announcement that not only whetted the

appetite but practically produced a sell-out for tickets overnight. We pre-

dict the announcement will become a collectors' item.

During the past few weeks we have had an exhibition of paintings of early

Canadian military regiments executed by Tom McNeely for Rolph-Clark-Stone Ltd.

These pictures form part of a Centennial Commission effort to publicize the

Canadian Armed Forces Tattoo which is to travel coast to coast during our great

Centennial year.

John Irwin, our indefatigable liaison with the St. George's Society of

Toronto, reminds us that the good old St. George's Day 1967 will be celebrated

at the Royal York Hotel on April 22nd. Among the galaxy of speakers will be

Sir Basil Spence, the architect of the new Coventry Cathedral and of the

British Pavilion at Expo 67, and a former guest of the Club. Tickets may be

obtained from our landlord on the second floor.

George Prokos, formerly a PR man for the Central Y, has accepted a position

as Information Officer with the Etobicoke Board of Education. This accounts

for his rare appearance at our luncheons. It is to be hoped that he will bring 0
his influence to bear on the Council for its somewhat autocratic designs on

personal freedom such as the permissible height of grass on lawns and heaven

knows what next - the duration of a kiss on a loved one's lips.
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WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS -

R. James K. Bray,a professional musician, proposed by Keith Bissell and Ernesto

Barbini. Mr. Bray's interests include literature and art as well as music.

Peter Butler, professional musician, proposed by Keith Bissell and Ernesto

Barbini. Has a strong interest in the visual arts as well as in music.

Jack Hulme, a non professional, sponsored by R. V. Cattell and B. L. Rowe.
Mr. Hulme is interested in theatre, painting and music and hopes to be active
with stage productions at the club.

Arthur F. Knowles, non professional, sponsored by E. S. Phillips and R.J. Albrant.
Mr. Knowles is interested in theatre, literature, film and jazz.

W. T. O'Dea, professional, nominated by Oswald Stacey and Alan Collier, Mr. O'Dea
is Director General of the Ontario Centennial Centre of Science and Technology,
is interested in display, stage lighting, etc.

Donald E. Meeks, professional, proposed by Charles E. Hendry and A.M. Kirkpatrick.
Professor Meeks is on the staff of the School of Social Work of the University of
Toronto and is particularly interested in creative writing.

Hugh P. Walker, professional, sponsored by Floyd Chalmers and Herman Geiger-Torel.

Mr. Walker who is President and Managing Director of the O'Keefe Centre, is

interested in theatre, opera, music, ballet and literature.

0 M.R.

The "Wednesday Ladies Night" on the Thursday before St. Patrick's Day con-

fused enough members that only a select group turned out to hear Nick Goldschmidt,

Director, Performing Arts Division, National Centennial Commission. Nick says

this title is better than the one he started out with - Senior Performing Arts

Officer - which he felt had a conscriptive sound. (Come to think of it, that

was probably the intention). With unification, Nick would be inter-changeable with

with Fisheries, Customs, and other assorted officers.

Entertainments of many kinds have taken place across Canada, some of them

before Canadians who had never seen a live performance. Some are out of range

of television.

Nick feels that sufficient momentum in the performing arts is being attained
to carry over after Centennial year, and the facilities provided will continue to
be used by the talent developed. Inspired by Canadians there, New York City will

have more Centennial activity than Toronto, whose effort has been falling down.

Apparently what we need is for someone from another town or country to provide
the inspiration and direction.

W.F.D.
* * *

0 Hume Cronyn spent a luncheon in the club in early March, and left members in

a reflective mood. He had moved with ease through comments on New York plays,
a film, John Steinbeck's prose, and the "edifice complex" which impells North
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Americans to bet on concrete rather than on people. But it all added up to much
more than theatrical shop-talk -- what had emerged was a perspective on contem-
porary society.

Mr. Cronyn noted that many of the "first rate talents of our time" could be charged
with obscurity. This was true of Edward Albee (whose play, "A Delicate Balance"
had brought Mr. Cronyn to Toronto), though it could not be said that Albee was
needlessly imprecise. The same charge could be laid to "The Homecoming", the
other serious play of the current New York season, and it might be said of the
film, Michelangelo Antonioni's "Blow-up". All were anxiety-ridden. All were,
in Mr. Cronyn's view, "contemporary morality plays" -- though no one was calling
them that for fear of hurting box office. They were reactions to the ethical
environment, about which Mr. Cronyn read movingly from John Steinbeck's account
of "America and Americans".

Great drama, Mr. Cronyn pointed out, had always been stimulated by a commonly-
shared external crisis; what seems to be happening today is many individual,
interior crises.

With 80 members seated at table and others standing in the doorway, the Great
Hall took on more the atmosphere of a big evening event than a casual noon-hour
drop-in. Mr. Floyd Chalmers' introduction referred to the Cronyn family roots
in London, Ont.; skipped lightly over the career-making years; and recalled the
Cronyn successes in "The Fourposter" and as Polonius in Sir John Geilgud's
"Hamlet". (Mr. Chalmers heads a committee which is lining up luncheon appear-
ances.) The Cronyn visit also provided a suitable occasion to introduce two
new members with Toronto theatrical connections, Mr. Hugh P. Walker, managing
director of the O'Keefe Centre, and Mr. Ed. Mirvish, owner of the Royal Alexandra
and the "Poor Alex". Dr. Carl Williams chaired in the president's absence.

W.E.G.

We were already prepared to report another luncheon visitor -
Rich Litte - who failed to turn up on March 29th. However, we
had a record crowd whose disappointment was not evident.

* * *

LAPP'S CORNER

When Mazzoleni picks up his baton and stands on the podium before any given
number of musicians, conducting any given musical work, there are several things
of which we can be sure. He will not be selling calisthenics, his new suit, nor
will he be selling Mazzoleni. He will be selling the composer at the highest
price he can command, which, of course means a magnificient performance of the
music. Last night at the MacMillan Theatre he had a lot to sell and I think he
brilliantly disposed of every note to an impressed and thrilled audience.

M. Poulenc, the brilliant composer of Dialogues des Carmelites, would have been
as thrilled as anyone there, probably more so, which I doubt. It was a happy
combination of composer and conductor. Poulenc, who, unlike some composers we
know, always seems to know where he is going, and Mazz, unlike some conductors
we hope we don't know, always seems to know what he is conducting. The singing (
was beautiful and, many times, was deeply touching. I would have liked more of
the uncool chorus singing of which we don't hear much these days. They were
women and sang like women, not hooty boy sopranos. They reminded me of Healey

_



Willan's choir at St. Mary's. I deplore the fact that many producers consider

it rather modern and therefore excusable to visibly fly in bits of scenery when

they have to change the settings. I think a judicious and clever use of the

front curtains would have saved the embarassment of watching those two cloisters

come lumbering in and bump together in the middle. In every way the production

Swas too magnificent to suffer even minor mishaps. Again I have to compliment

Mazz for this excellent pacing of the opera and inspired direction of the

orchestra.

Dvorak I am sure would have shed tears of joy over the magnificent production

of his Stabat Mater in St. Paul's Anglican Church on Bloor Street. Sir Ernest

MacMillan conducted the chorus and orchestra with Dr. Charles Peaker playing

the organ in what I believe was the finest performance I have every heard.

Never have I listened to such a perfect blending of chorus, orchestra and organ

in St. Paul's which is saying a lot after some of the great music I have heard

there. The sound especially from the gallery at the rear was overwhelmingly

beautiful. For those of us who have heard Harry Maude clowning around at Club

shows, this other side of him was a revelation. To hear him filling that huge

church with such beautiful tone, like a rich diapason on the great organ, would

never dream that in three weeks time he will have us rolling in the aisles

with his hilarious parodies at the April Show. Charlie's organ playing was

sheer musicianship as usual.

Now comes a let down. I gave an organ recital (Ha! Ha!) to the Lowery Organ

Club in Guelph last week at which the audience laughed from beginning to end.

Sometime I'll have to play you my prelude and fugue on the Hoochie-Koochie. I

played them a burlesque on "How Dry I Am", which I purloined from a record

called "Peter and the Commissar" by Allan Sherman and the Boston Pops. It is

tremendously amusing, no household should be without it.

A new batch of commercials has just besmirched the face of television. If their

beer tastes like their commercials, I'll take sassparilla. Laid low with the

flu, I missed the Festival of Easter at St. Mary Magdalene's with Maestro Healey

Willan conducting the music. Several of my spies were in attendance and they

report that St. Healey was brilliant and the choir sang as usual very beautifully.

Healey has also found time to write a Centennial March for orchestra which is

being published by B.M.I.

Jack Brockie's Centennial Show "Portraits of the Past" is frantically rushing

from town to town trying to fulfill all its commitments for 1967. Figure it

out yourself - Three hundred bookings in two hundred days!

If they get any busier Fred Shaw may have to go on the road as Laura Secord. We

haven't a part yet for Oz Stacey.

David Ouchterlony and his choir gave their annual performance of Brahm's Requiem

again on Good Friday. Maybe it's Centennial year but something beautiful has

happened to our singers. This year there seemed to be something very special

about the work, but what it was I can't say. Next year, if you can get in,

you'd better see for yourself.

I shouldn't but just have to quote two lines from "Peter and the Commissar" con-

cerning the little tune:
Disc jockeys played it on their shows

Siberians whistled it as they froze

P.S. From April 18th to the 23rd I shall be in Goderich conducting a variety show

with Jack McLaren. It should be fun especially as Harold Dyment with twelve others

from the Club will be at the Saturday night show. The actual show nights - the 21st,

22nd, and the 23rd. So come on over if you can.
H.L.
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OBITUARY

Walter F. Bowles ·

We were all saddened on March 17th to hear that Walter Bowles had passed on. We

had looked forward to a visit from Walter to the Club after Henry Button, his

close friend, died. But it was not to be. The newspapers recounted his career

as educationalist, radio broadcaster and first warden of Hart House. It was as

broadcaster that we first became acquainted with his wit, his dexterity with
words in the morning hours which made our early commuting task from Erindale to
Toronto. His close friend Jack McLaren has sent the following tribute:

There a/e -ome few in every genetation whom we would like to have
with us as long as we tive - some few among us are outstanding
and much too valuable to be di6caAded lightly.

15 I chose, out of the men I have known, thodse that I would like

to still have with me, the £inst would not be long but certainty
Walter Bowles' name would stand at the top.

He was a gentee' man. He was a propet man. He was a sincere man.

Never once, ian the forty-foua yeast that 1 have known Waltert,
have I heard anything but praise for him and thankfulness foa

having been associated with him.

When he lef£t us the othear day, many many people in Canada and
the United States suafeteed an incaculeable loss in his intelZi- -
gence, humour and human kindness. And ye-t, 1 know that he would
be the iurst to dismiss the-se comments as Ltite phrases.

I had the good orAtune to illustrate his book of poems, or as
he called them - "these odds and ends o tlight verse". He
charactehistically titleed the book "verse and verse". He was
always reticeent about his own achievements. He had no use fotr
the flamboyant.

Hetre was a man who undesutood the eali meaning of the veiLties
of5 Uie. The memory of his wit and fiendship will a-cay6s be
strongPj with a host of peopile on both sides of oua bordea,

and paAticulauly with those o us0 who knew hnim.

J.W. McL.

Frank Erichsen-Brown, Q.C.

In the death of Frank Erichsen-Brown, Q.C., on March 27, the Club has lost

another of its older members of distinguished attainments. His interest in

the Club lay mainly in the field of art, as he was one of that talented

group of non-pros who took up painting as a hobby and in its pursuit derived 0

not only pleasure but a measure of renown as an accomplished artist.
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Frank Brown, as we knew him, was born in Gait on August 28, 1878. He was
educated at Gait Collegiate Institute and the University of Toronto, graduating
with the Century Class in 1900. He then studied law at Osgoode Hall, receiving
his call to the bar in 1903. He first practised his profession in Galt but
soon moved to Toronto where for nearly sixty years he occupied a prominent
position at the Ontario bar, acting as counsel in a number of important cases.
He was created a K.C. in 1928.

A cousin of A. Y. Jackson, he early became a close friend of the members of the
Group of Seven, an association which had much to do with his taking up oil
painting as a hobby. In the scenery round his summer home at Go-Home Bay he
had rich material for his brush. His work reached such a point of excellence
that he was able, without apology, to exhibit his paintings at art shows
throughout Canada.

Erichsen-Brown was the father of a talented family. He took a special pride
in the literary achievements of his daughter, the late Gwethalyn Graham, whose
novel "Earth and High Heaven", published in 1944, had a great vogue and whose
later book, "Dear Enemies", written in collaboration with Solange Caput-Rolland,
made an important contribution towards improving English-French relations in
Canada. Mrs. D. M. LeBourdais, the author of "The Trial of Stephen Truscott",
is also a daughter.

Ill health for the past few years has prevented Frank from attending Club
functions so that his appearance may not be familiar to the younger members.
However, he will be remembered by his many friends as a conspicuous figure
in any gathering, tall and slight, of erect bearing and gracious manner, al-
ways immaculately dressed and given to wearing as a bit of eccentricity
collars of unusual height.

W. A. C.

* * *

The Library

A large and very useful reference book has been obtained for the Literature
shelf, entitled Cyclopedia of Literary Characters. It contains over 16,000
listings from world literature. Titles of some 1300 novels, drama and epics
are arranged alphabetically in the text and characters of each work appear to-
gether in order of diminishing importance. In addition, a special index of
more than 50 pages is included in which all characters are listed alphabet-
ically. A Concise History of Ballet is a timely addition to the library at
this season of the year. This informative work contains 232 plates, as well
as an index of ballets and an index of names. The library has obtained a copy
of Vol. 1 of the Allied Arts Catalogue published by the Royal Architectural
Institute of Canada. This publication contains on separate pages, represent-
ative work done by 48 Canadian professional artists who work in fields of the
arts allied to architecture. The illustrations, some in colour, show examples
of media and techniques. As Walter Bowker states in the introduction, the ob-
ject is to foster closer collaboration between the architect and artist in their
common task of enriching our contemporary environment.

-» - ,
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Library cont'd

It is very rare indeed that works of a husband and wife are simultaneously on

the library shelves, but at the moment Irma Coucill's portfolio of her im-

pressive drawings of The Fathers of Confederation and Walter's Centennial

Portfolio of Canadian wild flowers arranged by provinces are both on exhibit.

Walter Packman has kindly given three copies of the Architectural Forum that

have now become collectors' items; they are the issues of 1938, '48 and '59

that deal with the architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright. Alex McKay has sent

along a charming and fully-illustrated little booklet entitled Victorian

Architecture in Hamilton.

H.B.

We are pleased to run the following unpaid ad:

Temporary, Part-time Help Wanted

OPPORTUNITY
We require aggressive men who are willing to work

Excellent Remuneration
Plus

Future Part Time Employment

Poor tired old Oz

needs workers for

Spring Show. Ex-

cellent working

conditions. Apply
in person Mondays
and Wednesdays.

L

)OIT
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ANNUAL MEETING

The Club is entering its 60th year -- with more members and a little more money
than it had on entering the 59th. It can also look back on an innovation in
its "Group of Seven" reception beginning the year, a controversial Christmas
show, a more uniformly acclaimed "Spring Cabaret", and varied fare in most
other departments. Reports on all these activities were laid before the 75
members who turned out for the annual meeting on May 27.

) Of course, it wasn't just any business meeting -- that wouldn't be A. § L.
Sir Ernest MacMillan gave it an appropriate sendoff by leading 14 choristers,
and soloist George Lambert, in the singing of the club constitution. Past
presidents in attendance were asked to stand -- Sir Ernest, Jim Wardropper,
David Ouchterlony, and Oz Stacey. So too were life members Arthur Beemer,
Chuck Matthews, Frank Prendergast, and Harry Smith. Eric Freifeld, whose ex-
hibition was currently on the walls, took a bow.

In different styles, both the retiring and the incoming presidents spoke with
affection about the Club. Robin Strachan, again commuting from Montreal as
he has so faithfully in the latter half of his term, regards luncheons at the
Club as something therapeutic in today's world. Jack Yocom spoke of the Club
as an "Order of Good Cheer", then proceeded to demonstrate that he may be
looked to for many a good yarn to maintain that cheer in the year ahead.

Besides Jack, the new executive consists of vice-president Dr. William Swinton;
treasurer, Philip Clark; secretary Fred Kemp, assistant secretary, John
Galilee. New members of the executive committee are Keith Bissell, Richard
Blue, Patrick Meany, Michael Milne, John Morrow, and Frank Starr. Continuing
members who have a year to go in their two-year terms are Wallace Gillespie,
Patrick Hume, Stephen Langmead, Walter Packman, Maurice Snelgrove, and Prof.
John Wevers.

Highlights from some of the reports are:

S-- We're doing better on current finances since we stopped continuous
evening operation and went back to Wednesday Night buffets. Spring Show made
a profit. Our invested funds -- which we should regard as a trust and which
we could have need of some day for new premises -- has now reached $316,000.
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-- 62 per cent of our members are professional; 38 per cent non-professional.
Resident membership rose by 20 last year. We have 394 resident, 81 non-resident,
30 life, and 2 honorary members.

-- Six Saturday night programs were held. The convenor for them, Bill
Swinton, feels that they ranged from improvisations when original planning went
astray to several notable presentations attuned to the Club's interests.

-- We have had picture exhibitions by the Group of Seven, the Beaver Hall
group of Montreal, Alex Panton, non-professional work by professional members,
four Winnipeg artists, Eric Freifeld, York Wilson Bell Telephone mural and a
smaller exhibition in the lounge.

W.P.G.

SPRING CABARET

MAD ABOUT FIGURES has been acclaimed as the best, the very best,
production put on by the Club in years. Ably produced by Pat Hume and directed
by Bob Christie, it is still being talked about as the wittiest production ever
to grace our stage. Much of the credit or moving spirit was, of course, our
leading physicist, Pat Hume, who just couldn't help himself. The numbers game
that decorated the Hall in a bewildering array of figures was a brilliant idea.
It is a pity that some one didn't offer a prize for computing the grand total.

If you managed to get a seat you do not need to have a running
account of the show. If you were not able to be present - well, you missed
something!

We can only give credit to those who made up the 'book'. If we
leave some well deserving name out it is our own sin!

The following is a reproduction of part of the programme. The
Club is indebted to all who participated:

credits; (in order to protect the innocent, names of those
responsible are listed)

production - Johnson, Carrington, MacMillan

co-ordinator § complaint recipient - Stacey

music - Yocom, Lapp, Godden

set design - Sevier, McNeely, McNeill

costumes - Prior

make up - Schilder

staging - Pincoe, Hulme, Hubbard, Montagnes

lighting - Packman, Walker, Clark, Macdonald

program - Yvon Doucet

words § music - K. Bissell, Christie, Hume, S. Johnson,

R. Johnson, Lapp, MacMillan, Maude,

McElcheran, McMurrich, Meany, Renouf,

Rowe, Wilson, Yocom
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cast - Norma Clark, Emmie Fuller, Morna Wales, Brooker,

Carrington, Dowsett, Hudson, Hume, Johnson, Kasdan,

Langmead, Manning, Maude, McElcheran, McMurrich,

Milne, Ross, Rowe, Shelden, Snelgrove, Starr,

Thompson, Ward, Wilson.

Special guest star: Philip Clark

The ladies appear by permission of Actors Equity.

One member, who wishes to hide under the cloak of anonymity, contributed this
tribute to the show:

If you want to be put on the spot just go to the Spring Show and be asked

a week later to describe it for the Monthly Letter.

Fortunately in common with most members, I am incapable of remembering

names so if I offend anyone I shall never know who it is. (I hope.)

Like many I gave a party, and after an ample and cheerful dinner we pro-

ceeded to the 'place of business' to find a completely full house coupled with

a relaxed and jovial attitude embracing all. Even the late arrival of 'dear

old Jack or is it Tom' caused no anxiety and off we went into the opening

number which was, strangely enough, about numbers. I don't remember much

about it as I was registering the reactions of my guests.

All was well, this was something unexpected and certainly not easily

found in Toronto these days. On we went and someone sang a verse in the

wrong place; so what? It could have been on purpose though unlikely but the

effect was human and therefore quite in tune with our alcoholic intake.

Then Bob (or was it Harry) did well with a song and some gymnastics and

proved the utter uselessness of bothering about one's silhouette. In fact

the less bother the fatter.

One of my guests, who seldom laughs, was observed to have broken his

fixed smile and also to have forgotten his dignity to the point where he

pinched my drink. I must be more careful next time. After the interval for

re-fuelling, I think the tempo improved. Obviously nerves were relaxing and

the show was the better for it.

One or two of the songs were quite involved and I should imagine difficult

to do but we were all ready by this time to help if help were needed - but it

wasn't and so, later on we were treated to Pat not Pot and John not Jack put-

ting us through the old Flicker days which was a delight with Celia or was

it Susan doing a great Heroine. All very nostalgic and all the better for

the buffoonery.

Then of course Einstein proved that 2 = 1 by use of the official statis-
tics as used by Dr. Murgatroyd Showlman with suitable and inimitable comment
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germane to the issue (or lack of it) and in case anyone really thinks that no-
body works I can tell you that at least eighty slaves worked hard to put this
show on, and in my humble view undoubtedly succeeded. As Adlai Stevenson said
once 'Ah well, to the Victors the Toil'.

So be IT.

ROVING EDITOR

John Galilee has dined in two overseas clubs with which we are affiliated
-- The Savage Club of London and the Scottish Arts Club of Edinburgh. With
the "Newsletter" faithfully in mind even during a five-week vacation in Britain
and France, he airmailed dispatches after each club visit.

Of the Savage Club, John writes: "Their premises are facing Covent Garden,
the wholesale fruit and vegetable market. The building is one of a solid mass
of 3, 4 or 5-storey buildings. It was built in 1740, although the club still
calls it their 'new' premises.

"The bar and lounge are very comfortable, and the members themselves most
friendly. I met two in particular, who are writers with 'Punch'. The dining
room has a large sky-light which gives one the impression of dining in the open.
The menu is varied and a la carte -- quite expensive by our standards. There is
a peculiar item on the bill 'Table l/-d'. (Don't tell Philip Clark)."

Earlier John had sent an account of his visit to Scottish Arts Club which
he found to be "housed in a 4-storey mansion -- of grey stone (like all Edin-
burgh) ."

The Club is about 50 years old and its furnishings, while comfortable,
date back to the beginnings. The lounge is quite large and, in a small room
to one side is a bar "with an array of bottles that would do credit to the
Royal York." Naturally the drinks are slightly warm, there being no ice.

"In the lounge", writes John, "I met a past-president of the club -

John Tainsh, a tenor, who has toured Canada. His wife, known as Marie
Thomson, has quite a reputation as a singer -- she has also toured Canada.
Mr. Tainsh knows Sir Ernest MacMillan.

"We went downstairs to a small dining room. The bill of fare was a la
carte; one could have just about anything. Lunchers numbered about 12, so

it was quite cosy.

"Apparently they rather bemoan the commercialism that has crept in and
they envy our happy way of keeping business OUTSIDE the Club."

John returns home June 21.

W.P.G.
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Harvey Perrin repeated for the Annual Conversatzione of the Royal Canadian

Institute in April much of his talk on his Hungarian Odyssey which delighted

the Club when he and Dick Johnston presented it last October. It certainly

pepped up the Conversatzione, which, without some meat in it, can be pretty

boring.

G. Elmore Reaman tells us that his third "Trail" - this time, "The Trail of

the Iroquois Indian" will be published shortly. The first volume of his "Two

Centuries of Agriculture in Ontario" the first history of this subject, is now

ready for publication. Elmore doesn't let any grass grow under his feet!

* * * * *

Adrian Dingle is the newly elected President of the Ontario Society of Artists

following the April Annual Meeting. Congratulations Adrian.

We are glad to welcome back again Frank Prendergast who spent the winter at

Tuscon, Arizona. The only trouble with that is that he came back about one

month too early.

Wynne Field sent us a copy of an article he wrote on the current craze for

LSD. We cannot include all of it, but his closing paragraph is sound. He

wrote:

"God gave us five senses to use and appreciate. It is our passport

to life. Why do we have to expand them? All we need do is to use them and

become aware of them. That is as much expanded consciousness as most of

can use."

John Coulter's play, A Capful of Pennies, played to good houses in the Central

Library Theatre in April as one of four of the ARIES PRODUCTIONS. With con-

tinued help in the way of grants from the Canada Council and the Ontario Arts

Council the production of Canadian plays should be possible in the future.

Welcome to the following newly elected members

Welcome to the following newly elected members:

John Edward Bradshaw:

R. Brian Land

William Alexander McCoy

Writer and radio and TV producer - professional.

Interested in Music, Ballet, Theatre, Antique

collecting. Proposed by H. 0. Stacey and Fred

Shaw.

Professor and Director, School of Library Science-

professional. Interested in publishing and writing.

Proposed by Ian Montagnes and Donald Sutherland.

Consulting Engineer - non-professional.

Interested in Music, literature, painting, sculp-

ture and architecture. Proposed by Ettore Mazzoleni

and Charles A. Thompson.

I
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Edwin Mirvish President and Director of Companies - non-professional.@
Interested in live theatre. Proposed by Floyd S.
Chalmers and Herman Voaden.

Patrick K. Willan Stock Broker - non-professional. Interested in Music
and Painting. Proposed by Healey Willan and Ettore
Mazzoleni.

M.R.

PARKER IN MEXICO

Lewis Parker heads home from Yucatan, Mexico, in June and, after a summering
at an Ontario Lake, we can expect to see him around the Club again. As a pre-
view of what he'll be able to share with us from an artist's sabbatical year, we
quote from a letter he sent to past president Oz Stacey:

"It's 6 a.m., and my eldest son Craig and I are sitting on our favourite
park bench in the modern Maya-decorated Parque de las Americas, in a suburb of
Merida, 2 blocks from our temporary home. We come here daily at this time, Craig
to study his correspondence high school course, and I to make journal entries,
plan the day's work, and enjoy the relative coolness before the sun beats down
on this tropical city. Little Indian and Mestigo girls pass us on their way
across the park to the cathedral; before attending the attached school they have
their Mass. Activities start early in the day here, and end early, for the heat
is a prevalent determinator, winter and summer." ·

The Parkers, complete with four children, first settled in Cuernavaca, in
the mountains of the central plateau just south of the capital. Searching for
a specific graphic theme for his work, Lewis felt himself getting bogged down in
studies of pre-Cortesian artifacts; there was just too much diversity. "When we
finally drove around the Gulf and into the peninsula, I shovelled all my research
and sketches and photos into a box and started from scratch -- on the Indian of
today."

This work, he feels, is proceeding well. "It will take years to finish the
work started here, but luckily it can be finished in Canada from my research".

Of the Club, he says: "I've missed its physical and fraternal essences."

* * * * *

LAPP's CORNER

Salute to the music of Dr. Healey Willan! Elmer Iseler has dreamed of this for
over a year and with Elmer a dream is only a wink away from the plan. First,
he needed the finest organist he could procure. So he contacted, and contracted,
a friend of Healey's, Francis Jackson of Yorkminster Cathedral, who consented to
be the guest soloist. As Elmer is the boss of both the Festival Singers and the
Mendelssohn Choir, selling them the idea was no problem. Next, was the hurdle
of getting a building large enough to hold the thousands of people who would want
to hear Healey's music. Remember how he packed them into the O'Keefe Centre with
"Deirdre". First thing anybody knew Elmer had St. Paul's Anglican church on
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Bloor Street and they were ready to begin. Among Healey's larger pieces, was

his "Mass No. 10 in C" for choir, "Introduction,Passacaglia and Fugue" for

organ and, I believe, one of the greatest works for choir ever written, the

"Apostrophe to the Heavenly Host".

Went to the Symphony's last concert, and wished I hadn't. Ozawa's new

long hairdo is spectacular. Now I won't have to go to Expo. I've seen every-

thing. However, his "Liebestod" was not quite so impressive. Just pretty.

What a pity. That's a ditty, Rather witty.

Church masses over the radio usually bore the wits out of me. However,

if I have to be bored, I'd sooner be bored by Elmer and his Festival Singers

than any others.

In a church, a Mass is a different matter and in St. Mary Magdalene's

Church you have a perfect setting. Healey and his choir gave a recital of

Liturgical music on the evening of May 29th. The music was by many composers

including, naturally, Sir Healey himself.

Jack McLaren's Variety Show, "Stereoscope 1867" at Goderich was hilarious

beyond expectation. Even the orchestra laughed at the same jokes every night.

This is the acid test. Several club members with their amoratas (legal of

course) were there on Saturday night. The Wardropper's, the Dyment's, the

Schutte's and the Garbutt's stayed over and had luncheon at Jack and Jill

McLarens. I bedded and boarded with Jack and Jill the week of the show and

was treated as if I were Queen Elizabeth or more probably Prince Phillip.

Norman Alexander has just handed me a brochure which brought a lump to

my throat. It was announcing a recording by Fred Silvester and his choir at

Bloor Street United Church, taped about a year before he left us. Side 1 is

parts of the Messiah, ending with the Hallelujah Chorus. Side 2 has music

by Bach and Mozart with a traditional anthem arranged by Ley. These records

may be obtained from Gunther our steward at the Club.

Perhaps Mavor or Carl or Al Phillips or Bob Christie can tell us if any-

thing serious has happened to James Bannerman. The other night on CBC he

seemed to be trying to sell us the Beatles. Holy Cow!

It grieves me to state that the current pop records are even more boring

and repetitious than last year. How the fans can wriggle around while these

so-called "combos" blast away at the same four bars until they scream for

mercy is beyond me. Last night a group of goofs played the same four bars one

hundred times until the disc jockey put them out of their misery. I'll bet

they got paid ten thousand dollars a bar too, damn it. I wish my genius could

fly out and paralyze a few female larynxes or male ones, reducing them to a a

mild yell.

David Ouchterlony's choir was excellent last Sunday as it is ninety-nine

and one half per cent of the time. One question Dave -- did Lester Pearson

stand behind you with a shotgun forcing you to put on that so-called Centennial

Hymn? (not Healey's). Somebody twisted your arm I'm sure.

H.L.
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THE LIBRARY

A number of general reference books have been appearing on the "New Additions"

shelf since the first of the year. Of particular interest is the second

edition of the Columbia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia. This comprehensive work

will tell you a very great mahy things between its first item A (chemical

symbol of element Argon) and its last item Zworykin (American physcist who

developed the electric eye). There are many illustrations, maps. charts,

tables and lists in the book's 1,150 pages. Another reference work can be

very briefly described: on the front cover of The World Almanac 1967 are the

words "A Million Facts at Your Fingertips".

The Canadian Centennial Library began as a collaboration between McClelland

and Stewart Ltd. and Weekend Magazine. The books in the series were sold as

sets by mail. Now that single copies have become available in book stores the

following titles have been selected: Great Canadians, Great Canadian Writing,

Great Canadian Painting, The Canadian Look (A Century of Sights and Styles),

and Remember Yesterday (A century of photographs.)

Keith MacMillan has kindly sent along a number of pieces of reference material

and lists published by the Canadian Music Centre. Among this material is a

copy of the Catalogue of Canadian Choral Music and a copy of the Canadian Orches-

tral Catalogue.

The Maclean-Hunter Publishing Company is to be both commended on its

Expo 67 Official Guide and thanked for the donation of a copy to our library.

Some unknown person or persons (M-H Pub. Co. again?) donated a copy of the

Official Souvenir Map Expo 67 just after one was purchased for the Club. In

a quick sale the Librarian purchased the first copy from the library; he would

urge anyone going to Expo to obtain one of these extraordinarily good sets of

maps.

H.B.

GLIMPSES OF THE PAST

Saturday November 27, 1920. This evening I went down to attend the ceremonies

in connection with the opening of the new quarters of the Arts § Letters Club.

These were very interesting. The building in which the quarters are located

belongs to the St. George Society (St. George's Hall) and the Club rents it

from the Society. There was accordingly an impersonation of St. George who

presented the keys of the building to the President of the Club. All the

officers of the Club and the other characters in the pageant arranged for the

occasion were appropriately garbed in medieval costumes. After kindling a

fire on the hearth, the Hall was dedicated to the Arts. The historic dragon

was also a visitor to the scene, this being an enormous creature with eight
(human) legs, huge jaws and lengthy tail, who cavorted about the Hall.



EDITOR: John A. M. Galilee Telephone 222-4108

Correspondence and news items always welcomed.

August 1967

Midsummer Message

The postcard said, "Club will reopen on Tuesday August 8th". You probably re-

ceived and read the card but very likely you thought no more about it as you

lazed away at your summer cottage. There were some though to whom the closing

of the Club was a minor tragedy. They were forced to eat their lunch at some

nearby commercial establishment or try a hot dog and soft drink in their office.

Well, that's all over for another year! Welcome back. From the point of view

of finances we are informed that an average of about twelve more patrons taking

lunch every day would do more to balance the budget. Indeed, there would be

twelve more enthusiastic members to share in the daily badinage.

We congratulate Edwin Mirvish, LL.D., on his elevation to an Honorary doctorate

bestowed on him by the Syndics of Trent University, Peterborough. The following

is the citation:

"At a time when everyone goes around saying that someone must do something

for our culture, Edwin Mirvish quietly does. At a time when developers,

like roaring lions, seek old buildings they may devour, Edwin Mirvish re-

stores them. It is to his taste, imagination and munificence that we owe

the preservation of a fine historic theatre that now reconciles the ele-

gance of the past with the needs of the present, and the transformation

of a dull drab street into a gay and colourful Quartier Latin. Mindful

of Dr. Johnson's dictum that "he who does not mind his belly will hardly

mind anything else", and of the fact that the sublime epics of Homer

were clearly stimulated by hecatombs of oxen - no beef, no bard - he

turns a dingy warehouse into a unique gastronomic temple where the glit-

tering glamour of the footlights and the delightful sophistication of

Art Nouveau are founded on the too solid reality of good juicy steaks.

We trust that his artistic ventures will prove as rewarding in every

sense as his commercial ones, for a culture kept alive only by constant

massive injections of public money is but a sickly, puling infant. Edwin

Mirvish has shown that it is still possible, as in the days of the Medicis

and the Fuggers, for a shrewd and successful businessman to do as much

for the arts as Committees and Commissions."
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We must mention EXPO '67 following two hectic and well filled days spent there

in mid-July. The display of what advertising agencies call CREATIVITY was

simply staggering. Our artist members will be crowing for many a day. We

shall never enjoy a simple presentation again. We shall look forward to future

Club entertainments on Saturday nights, however way out, with considerable relish

with all that EXPO education behind us. There must have been many Club members

who had a share in that Montreal show. We would like to salute them if they

will let us know what their contributions were.

Horace Lapp, our genial music critic, was in the news this summer. He was pic-

tured in the Peterborough Examiner showing two elderly ladies a plaque commem-

orating Alexander Muir the composer of "The Maple Leaf Forever". Horace was at

Beaverton to unveil the plaque. It appears that Mr. Muir was principal of the

school there and Horace's mother was one of Mr. Muir's pupils in 1876.

The Frederick C. Silvester Scholarship Fund has been established at the Royal

Conservatory of Music, 273 Bloor Street West, Toronto. It has been suggested

that some members might like to contribute. So that his name may be remember-

ed in a way which would best reflect his devotion to the Conservatory and his

many contributions to the musical life this Scholarship is to be awarded annually

to an outstanding student of the organ. Cheques should be made payable to the eee

Conservatory (Frederick C. Silvester Scholarship Fund).

Both Horace Lapp's music notes and Hunter Bishop's Library notes are missing in

this letter. We thought that they deserve a long summer holiday. Don't go

away, they'll be back next month.

One of the last official acts of the 1966-67 Executive Committee was to nominate

for Honorary membership in the Club the following distinguished Canadians:

Robertson Davies Keiller Mackay

Jean Boucher Hugh McLennan

Morley Callaghan Hamilton Southam

Glen Gould Eric Arthur

Edwin Holgate Barker Fairley

Gracious letters of acceptance have been received. Any day now you might be

found hobnobbing with Canada's artistic elite--one more reason for coming to

lunch.

Two of our ailing members, Bill Thompson and Joe Barfoot, are now back home after

some time spent in hospital. Joe beat out his opponent by spending six months

in St. John's Convalescent Hospital while Bill was able to escape from Western

after a stay of four weeks.

We have received in an envelope on which the letter "P" was inscribed a quotation
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from a little sermon found in Old Saint Paul's Church, Baltimore, Maryland,

dated 1692. In deference to our correspondent "P" and in gratitude, we shall

S proceed to extract some few words for the quiet meditation of some of our more

sober members.

"Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and remember what peace there may

be in silence. As far as possible without surrender be on good terms

with all persons. Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to

others, even the dull and ignorant; they too have their story. Avoid

loud and aggressive persons, they are vexations to the spirit. If you

compare yourself with others, you may become vain and bitter; for al-

ways there will be greater and lesser persons than yourself. Enjoy

your achievements as well as your plans. Keep interested in your own

career, however humble; it is a real possession in the changing fortunes

of time. Exercise caution in your business affairs; for the world is

full of trickery. But let this not blind you to what virtue there is;

many persons strive for high ideals; and everywhere life is full of

heroism. Be yourself, especially do not feign affection. Neither be

cynical about love; for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment

it is perennial as the grass. Take kindly the counsel of the years,

gracefully surrendering the things of youth."

Found in Old Saint Paul's Church, Baltimore; dated 1692.

The Club is honoured by having three of its members recipients of the Order of

Canada. Healey Willan and Arthur Lismer are Companions and Floyd Chalmers has

* the Medal of Service. The Companions are privileged to add C.C. after their

names and Chalmers adds S.C. These designated letters take precedence over

all other honours. Congratulations to the recipients.

Art Notes: Exhibitions announced by the Picture Committee include the following:

EARLY ONTARIO ARCHITECTURE (August 8th to August 28th)

This exhibition was designed by the Art Gallery of Toronto with the co-

operation of the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario. It has a two-fold pur-

pose. It is designed to show something of the character of pioneer settlement

in Ontario and to make people aware that good architecture of the past is a her-

itage to be cherished. The area chosen to illustrate this is Niagara-on-the-

Lake, a typical colonial town.

The text accompanying the photographs of buildings, and street and archi-

tectural detail, points out the style elements which make for the charm of

unspoiled early Canadian architecture, and also suggests some of the atmosphere

of the early 19th Century.

Of interest to the Club is the excellent photography, all of which was car-

ried out by our member Page Toles when commissioned by the Art Gallery of Toronto

some years ago. This exhibition is one of the most popular in the Art Institute

of Ontario circulating exhibition programme.

O.S.A. INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS SHOW: (August 31st to September 16th)

This exhibition includes works of various media by two members of the OSA

included in which are five works each by Ann Macintosh Duff and Doris McCarthy

(Past President of the O.S.A.).



EDITOR: John A. M. Galilee Telephone 222-4108

Correspondence and news items always welcomed.

September 1967

An exceptionally large number of members assembled at lunch time on

September 14th to hear Dick Blue describe the marathon TV spectacular of 1967--

-- The Conservative Leadership Convention held in the Maple Leaf Gardens the

week of September 4th. President John Yocom was careful to explain the unwritten

rule about not getting into debates on religion or politics was not being broken.

He felt that what went on in Toronto on those dates was history and histrionics.

Dick gave an insight into the feelings of the delegates as they listened to the

interminable speeches. He hinted at the tremendous amount of marshalling of votes,

the persuasive efforts of hotel room entertaining, the dismay of some of the dele-

gates at being kept in the dark by Diefenbaker until the last minute. What few

of the TV viewers didn't know was that the Westbury Hotel was buzzing with in-

trigue and sophisticated speculation while ballots were being counted. By the

way, Dick who was an official delegate himself, rated the quality of delegates

as being unusually high.

Smiling benignly from an August issue of the Charlottetown Guardian and

Patriot, Charlie Band talks to a reporter about the exhibition of his Canadian

pictures held in the sumptuous Confederation Centre in Charlottetown this summer.

Charlie is quoted as saying, "Modern Art attempts to expose the tempo of modern

life. It's a quickening sense of living. We should look at it with our own

eyes, in our own day." He also said that we should establish a habit of making

visits each time something new is on view. Actually this exhibition is just

part of the Bands' Centennial Project for Canadian Art. The pictures were ex-

hibited in New York during Canada Week, then at Albany, N.Y., and finally it

will be shown in the Beaverbrook Gallery at Fredericton, New Brunswick. The

Picture Committee, please note!

We have been informed that the Club has received a legacy of $500 from

the estate of the late Dr. Albert H. Rolph. We understand that our treasurer

would like to record more such donations. You can't take it with you!
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Herman Geiger-Torel has sent along a programme of the season of Opera
being performed at the O'Keefe Centre, September 15 - October 14. He urges a
good attendance because this is the Canadian Opera's Centennial season. As
far as Club members are concerned, Herman's comments are interesting:

"The opera LOUIS RIEL has been commissioned by our member,

Floyd S. Chalmers (to be more precise, by the Floyd S.

Chalmers' Foundation), and the libretto is by another member,

Mavor Moore. Also, as General Director of the Canadian Opera

Company, I have commissioned THE LUCK OF GINGER COFFEY, and I
am not sure whether or not Ronald Hambleton, the librettist,

and Raymond Pannell, the composer, are members of the Club. In

any case, please look through the lists of the artists who will
direct, conduct or appear during our season, and I am sure you

will find a few names who are members of our Club and who are

actively busy with the preparation of one of the most important

seasons of our Company."

CALLING (AGAIN) FOR OLD ARCHIVES MATERIAL

This year the Canada Council assisted in the mounting of an ambitious
exhibition entitled 100 Years Of Theatre In Canada, which started its tour in
Stratford. The Club was asked to donate items to delineate its impressive

early history in the field of theatrical productions. The Executive approved
of this and the librarian gathered all relevant material he could obtain, but
it proved to be a very sketchy collection indeed. Since we still believe that
there are members who possess items on early Club events, or on the Arts in
Canada, which would be welcomed for the archives file or the library we urge
them to take note of the above heading. Sometimes, of course, our pleas are
heard; for instance, John McDougall of Kingston sent along a copy of an orig-
inal Willan manuscript entitled For Walter which he and three others sang as
a four-part dirge at the Christmas dinner of 1931. And Fred Kemp has provided
a list of programmes, going back to the forties, which he has offered to give.
Our grateful thanks to both. If you are likewise moved to generosity, we urge
that you contact our librarian.

HOUSE COMMITTEE NOTE

With some people, appreciation seems ingrained deeper than habit --

a reflection prompted by a member's gentle enquiries around the Club last
Spring. Was it possible, just possible, that the Club premises could be
made available for an outside organization wanting to hold a reception?

What would the arrangements be? Whom would he need to see about it? When

all was concluded by a simple straight-forward procedure, he expressed him-

self as one to whom special favor had been done.

For all members who may not have thought of their Club's availability

as a rented meeting place, we asked the house committee chairman, Walter

Packman, for the details:

I
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HOUSE COMMITTEE NOTE cont'd

Who may rent? "Any reputable group. If they have an association with

the arts or letters, so much the better, though that's not an exclusion."

When: "The executive decided last fall that the experiment of keeping

the Club open all week-day evenings had run its course, and that our policy would

be to open on those evenings for which announcements have been made. Chiefly,

that means that the Club will require its premises every Wednesday for our Ladies

Night Buffet and occasional entertainment, the last Saturday of each month for

our dinner, and on certain other nights for which special events are planned.

Outside groups can arrange to use the Club on week-day evenings when we're not

using it."

How to arrange: "Phone our steward at 363-1980, or speak to him at the

Club. Gunther keeps the list of reservations."

Cost: "Gunther will want to know how many are in the group, whether

meal service is required and of what sort, and other details. We provide

itemized estimates in advance. A small business form is used for the purpose."

Dick Blue, another member of the house committee, adds a thought. Places
in Toronto where an intimate stage is to be found, in association with facilities
for conversation and refreshment, are not numerous. Groups interested in ours
should allow time for Gunther to consult with other Club members before agreeing
to its rental. We will want to know how the stage is to be used, what equipment
is to be used, and any other pertinent details.

A. G. Wynne Field was presented with an Award of Merit "in recognition
of outstanding performance" in connection with his company's magazine, GENERAL'S
REVIEW. Presentation was made at the annual Conference of the Canadian Industrial
Editors' Association at Mont Gabriel, Quebec, early this month. This is the third
Award in three years for the magazine.

The Club never looked better on the evenings of September 18th and 19th when
it held its annual open house to members, guests and, we hope, prospective members.
It was a social "bash" to use a colloquialism. First, there was the much to be de-
sired change in the appearance of the hall. Under the guidance, not to say cajolery
of Messrs. Packman and Morrow, a host of workers changed the blue background of the
walls that had been haunting us since Christmas, to a nice neutral grey. We dis-
covered that the old-fashioned radiators had disappeared to make way for York
Wilson's retrospective exhibition of his paintings dating from 1948 to the present
time. One word more about the radiators. It was discovered in removing them that
many were about to burst anyway. Just imagine the chaos if, on some winter evening,
a jet of brown steam were to be directed to the dresses of our ladies. Walter
Packman assured us that the radiators bore the date of 1868, although on closer
examination they appear to have been manufactured closer to 1887. It was a fine
Centennial job. John Wevers introduced the entertainment. This consisted of York
Wilson's pictures (of which more in the October Letter). We are glad to know that
this sparkling show will be with us for a month. Then there was a display of

I
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original cartoons which had won awards by the National Newspaper Association.

There was a showing of John Wever's own collection of Bibles in the Lamps Room.

As someone who had seen this group said, he was glad at least that he could read

the information cards which were fortunately mostly in English. Members were

treated to a charming piano recital by Reginald Godden ... chiefly Bach with a

medieval motet by none other than Eric Aldwinckle. Reginald's comments as he

introduced each selection were both witty and pertinent. Ample refreshments

were on hand to round out a most delightful evening.

LAPP'S CORNER

Mazzoleni has been delving again. Whenever Mazz delves into some obscure

library and digs up some obscure piece of music it always both surprises and de-

lights us. On a recent C.B.C. broadcast he unearthed Dr. William Arne's somewhat

obscure "Overture to the Judgement of Paris" which might even rival the same com-

poser's popular song hit, "Rule Britannia". Mazz was in Halifax at that time con-

ducting Relsey Jones new Opera "Sam Slick". Herman Geiger-Torel opened the

Canadian Opera Season with a new work "The Luck of Ginger Coffey". As I harbour

a vicious hatred for any stage presentation mucking up the scenery with lantern

slide pictures, any remarks I might make about "Ginger" would be biased and

bitterly unfair. The slide scenic effects for Willan's Deirdre were gorgeous,

but looking at these --------- things was stomach upsetting.

I hear Mavor Moore and Harry Summers are using slides in "Riel". Look

out boys, I'll be there with rocks in my pockets. One suggestion to the "Coffey" *
composer: lay off the xylophone, kid, until you know where and when to use it.

Ernesto Barbini in a halo of glory from his most successful appearances

in Europe this summer is conducting three operas, all without lantern slides . . .

II Trovatore,The Barber of Seville and Madame Butterfly. Ernesto must be pretty

good because everywhere he appeared audiences had a habit of standing up to cheer

him and his artistry, even at The Messiah. We would have cheered Healey Willan's

Recital of Liturgical Music at St. Mary's but might have been invited to leave.

There was plenty to cheer. Bird, Gibbons, even Healey himself, were among the

composers, and the choir did honour to all of them. It was as near perfection

as anything we will ever hear, short of those celebrated choristers under Ste.

Cecilia, broadcasting from you know where. (Ed. note: this won't be broadcast...

it will be a captive audience.)

From Santa Barbara comes an account of a brilliant festival piano recital

by a brilliant artist, Reginald Stewart. The review was a rave with words like

"concepts of beauty" "grandeur" "Delicacy of design", "bold dynamics",

"incisiveness". I agreed with the writer when he said he was certain none could

play the B minor sonata by Chopin like Reggie. I could also agree when he said

it only needed one concert tour to establish Reggie as one of the world's great

pianists.

It was a joy to know that Murray Adaskin's Opera, "Grant, Warden of the

Plains" had such a successful premiere on C.B.C. radio July 18th. Maybe CBC

will let us see it as well as hear it on television someday soon. ·

The grapevine reported that Harvey Perrin and Dr. Johnston will postively

I
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not visit Hungary this year. How come? Tired of drindls? Dr. Johnston's

University summer school, only slightly damaged by Expo, was extremely successful

again this year in spite of the fact that he engaged me to play a recital at the

MacMillan Theatre right in the middle of it.

Elmer Iseler and his Festival Singers were on CBC quite often this summer

and it was my pleasure to catch them, I think, every time. It was my pleasure

also to marvel at the perfection of their performances and the beautiful sound.

Horace Lapp along with about sixty people - soloists, choristers, orches-

tra and stagehands "did" Oklahoma at the C.N.E. bandshall August 7th. John

Kraagland who, apparently, writes for the Globe and Mail, reviewed the show, for

I received a very irate letter from a very irate lady, tearing John to shreds.

She raged about what she called his asinine criticism. She said she had read a

few of his corny and ill-formed reviews but this was the acme of stupidity. She

reminded me of last Christmas when John, reporting "Ahmal and the Night Visitors"

thought an oboe was a flute. Tin ears maybe. Getting madder, she went on,

"Bitchy remarks will never replace intelligent evaluation." Bitchy, yet? Re-

serving her sharpest barb for the last, she said in her opinion that "He should

not be allowed to review anything more complex than "Daisy, Daisy". I thought

that this was hitting below the belt. Not "Daisy, Daisy" surely.

Keith MacMillan has a beard, low in pitch, not quite reedy in tone,

easily playable in the key of C. Rather rough in fortissimo passages when

played softly it resembles slightly the caw of the downy breasted oboe, during

the mating season. Versatile, with great facility, very expressive, it shall be

a real adjunct to the musical scene this season in Toronto.

H.L.

FROM AN OLD-TIMER'S DIARY

Thursday, November 13, 1919 At noon I attended a committee meeting in

connection with the publication of "The Lamps". It was attended by Hammond,

Hathaway, Bridle, Lismer, Robson and Wegman, all active in Club affairs. Hammond

who is now financial editor of The Globe, is one of the most popular men on the

press in Toronto; Hathaway is a member of the firm of Warwick Bros. & Rutter and

takes a keen interest in Canadian literature; Bridle, editor of The Courier, was

one of the originators of the Club and no one has done more to keep it alive than

he; as for Lismer, Robson and Wegman, I am less well acquainted with them. Lismer

is a typical artist even to the long locks. Robson is half artist, half printer

and is strong on design. Wegman, who is associated with the architectural firm

of Darling & Pearson, represents architecture on the committee. From the counsels

of these men a very creditable publication will doubtless emerge.

THE LIBRARY

Ever try to find a small item in the jam-packed prop room on a Sunday

evening when you are the sole occupant of the building, and you can not find

the light switch? It is an unforgettable experience to work your way through
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LIBRARY cont'd

every square foot of that large room while relying only on the Braille method
for the identification of objects. Such a search was necessarily undertaken by
the librarian in order to find some peg-board hooks with which to mount a modest
Centennial salute to Canada on July 1st. About 30 items were put on display.
Among the new works were Canada 100 (from the Queen's Printer), The Image Of
Confederation, a small booklet entitled The Arms Of Canada, another entitled

The National Flag Of Canada, and Confederation (facsimile reproductions of old
newspaper accounts of the Confederation story).

In addition to the Guide and Maps, a number of items relating to Expo
have been on display during the summer. The most interesting of these are the
three catalogues obtained at the sales desk of the Art Gallery at the Cite' du
Harve. Man And His World is the 398-page catalogue of the International Fine
Arts Exhibition; this is the record of the most sumptuous feast of art ever to
be brought together for the public on a temporary basis. Canada As Witness

is the catalogue of the International Exhibition of Photographry,while Sculpture

reproduces the wonderful collection of work assembled for the International

Exhibition of Contemporary Sculpture.

A new section of the library is being developed for books relating to
Canada and her multiple arts; this is in the north-east set of shelves. Books
that deal with more than one art form, or illustrated or reference works re-
lating (to) provinces or municipalities, will be found there. A new addition

is Ontario '67, a handsome promotion piece by the Department of Economics and
Development which contains contributions from a number of well-known persons.

Oz Stacey has given three very worthwhile items to the library. Three
Hundred Years Of Canadian Art is the 2 54 -page hard cover catalogue of the ex-

hibition arranged for the National Gallery in celebration of the Centenary of
Confederation. The second item is the catalogue of The McMichael Conservation

Collection of Canadian Art; the third item is the above-mentioned booklet en-

titled Confederation (reproductions of newspapers, remember?).Editor Galilee

has donated his copy of Picasso, the catalogue of the Sculpture, Ceramics and
Graphics show mounted by the Tate Gallery of London for the summer months.

The U.S. Information Service has sent an interesting booklet depicting the gift
of the American people to commemorate Canada's birthday; it is entitled The
Great Ring Of Canada.

H.B.

ATTENTION: ABSENT MINDED MEMBERS!

Our Treasurer has advised us that there are still a considerable

number of members who have not yet paid their 1967-68 Membership

dues. Because the penalties for non-payment are so awful we ap-
peal for an early settlement. Maintenance and expenses of the
Club require sufficient income to balance the books. Nuff said.

______ LI
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EDITOR: John A. M. Galilee Telephone 222-4108

Correspondence and news items always welcomed.

October 1967

LADIES' NIGHT October 11, 1967

A small but very enthusiastic group of members and their ladies attended the

first Ladies' Night of the season. On hand to speak, after the excellent

repast, was new member John Bradshaw. He was introduced by Pat Meany in his

inimitable Irish brogue. Pat told us that John Bradshaw has been on the CFRB

Saturday morning gardening show for 17 years - quite a record. This show has

the second highest rating of any Canadian radio show. John has been on tele-

vision over CHCH-TV Hamilton for 12 years and is author of a 16-volume set of

gardening books which, since 1961 has sold over 5 million copies. John, refer-

ring to a voluminous file from time to time, spoke for just about an hour,

gleaning from his vast horticultural knowledge, tid bits from ancient history.

He digressed several times to point out famous gardens he has visited. He told

about the cooperation that exists internationally among gardeners citing the

joint studies being conducted at Morden, Manitoba and the University of New

Hampshire. The tulip industry of Holland and the seed culture of tulips which

originate in Ireland and England combine to illustrate what is meant by co-

operation. John concluded his talk by recommending various types of vegetables

for garden culture. John implied that we all seem to get into a rut when buying

seeds. We should try some of the newer varieties which have much better flav-

our. A question period brought the evening's entertainment to a close.

SATURDAY NIGHT SEPTEMBER 30th 1967

The first Club night was entertained most generously by Horace Lapp who spoke

on "The Art of Improvisation". Horace used the technique of Victor Borge as he

ad libbed between his piano offerings. His easy patter disguised his genuine
skill. He told about the time in New York many years ago when he heard George

Gershwin play his hitherto unpublished Rhapsody in Blue. Aided and egged on by

Pat Hume, Horace recalled more and more anecdotes. It was a delightful evening.

John Sidgwick tells us that the Orpheus Choir of Toronto, under his direc-

tion, will be performing an important concert in the Eaton Auditorium, College

Street on Tuesday, November 28. Works by Bach, Brahms, Willan, Kodaly, Beckwith,
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Williams, Handel, Robertson, Archer, Britten, Weelkes and Seiber will be
presented.

Would all members who own paintings or sketches completed by
Lawren Harris before 1932 please drop a note to the Art Com-
mittee c/o the Club and indicate if they would be agreeable
to lending one or more of their treasures for an exhibition
early in 1968.

MEMBERS' NIGHT October 28, 1967

Again a good crowd gathered to share fellowship. The bartenders, especially
Gresley Elton, are to be congratulated for their generous potations far beyond
the minimum standards outlined by the L.C.B.O. After dinner Harry Maude en-
tertained us with his vigorous singing of some of the principal hits of the
Spring Show, which, you will remember, dealt with numbers. Harry is not only
a very good soloist in his own right but he is also a very good choirmaster.
Some of the members were actually heard to join in the chorus.

Pat Hume, Chairman of the Entertainment Committee, introduced Professor Leslie
Mezei of the Department of Computer Science, University of Toronto. The Pro-
fessor showed us pictures produced on a computer. These pictures are examples
of what is loosely called "Computer Art". More and more people are coming to
realize that a picture is worth a thousand numbers as output from a computer.
While they are at it a few doodles are in order; and some of the doodles are
actually interesting to look at. But surely not art!!! Members were somewhat
mystified by the various pictures that were shown even rather rudely muttering
"Why?". Well, we gather that even grave mathematicians have their lighter
moments and the pictures they produced must surely be the result of a terrific
mental orgy. Yvon Doucet handled the projector in his usual excellent manner
even though some of the slides called for by the Professor failed to material-
ize. John Yocom, never at a loss for words thanked the speaker in 57 words
which may or may not mean anything to a computer.

LAPP'S CORNER

As a possible indication that either very few people read critics or pay no
attention to them if they do, the Canadian Opera season this year was feeling
no pain, or at least not much. Even in the vast reaches of O'Keefe Centre,
the occupied pews extended right up to the horizon. With Ernesto Barbini most
capably in charge of "I1 Trovatore" one Saturday afternoon, the theatre was
packed with intelligent and musical people who came to hear the music and cared
not two hoots about either the scenery or the costumes. One critic who probably
had not seen more than six operas in his career, even tried to belittle our own
Herman Geiger-Torel. I guess he forgot that directors like Herman are not a dime
a dozen like some critics.

I, along with three thousand other culture vultures, stood up and shouted "Bravo"
at Mavor Moore's and Harry Summer's "Riel". I hope to see it again this time
unimpeded by all those gimmicks--lantern slides, electronic beeps and Go Go drums.
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· A seal sat in front of me incessantly pulling off some expert but annoying
flipper work. Happening to have a sardine in my pocket, I dropped it into his
mouth on his fiftieth "Bravo". He submerged.

Richard Johnston and I met Keith Bissell at Healey Willan's "Brebeuf" in Eaton
Memorial Church. With the P.A. system turned off for recording purposes only a
few words of Ned Pratt's stirring poetry were audible. In this instance however,
all three, Ned Pratt, Healey Willan and Brebeuf himself were instrumental in
demonstrating what a fine organist is David Ouchterlony. With an organist like
David, who needs an orchestra? A slight disturbance enlivened the proceedings.
A man, tiptoeing out, fell down the thickly carpeted stairs, breaking nothing
but the silence.

I don't know why but usually commissioned music gives me a pain. The latest
ordered by the Toronto Symphony gave me contemporitis, even over the CBC. I
did not catch the title, it sounded like "Sunset Over the Cesspool" and so did
the piece.

Elmer Iseler's Festival Singers were in great form last week over CBC. I especially
liked Charpentier's music for ladies voices.

Watch for the date of Reginald Stewart's piano recital coming soon. I think he
is on tour now and may be here before the next letter comes out.

Harry Maude is currently writing the words for Jack Brockie's final show of this
* Centennial year. Each province has presented Ontario with a Christmas tree. All

twelve will be lighted by Premier Robarts in front of the Parliament Buildings
at Queen's Park on Wednesday, December 6th, at 8 p.m. Accompanying the tree light-
ing ceremony will be several bands, my operatic society and 2000 other singers;
yes, that's what I said, 2000 or 3000 if my persuasive powers hang out. If it's
a wet night they will be presented with raincoats and tams; that's right - 2000
raincoats and tams.

Ernesto Barbini is in the news again. The President of Italy has just made him
a Knight Commander for his magnificent service to Italian music and culture. His
father had also received the same honour from the King of Italy.

If I hear one more silly French folksong by one more croaky chanteuse over CBC
I will, so help me, Charles, either picket, separate or marry Judy LaMarsh.

Keith MacMillan has disappointed me; after my attack on his beard last month he
threatened to send me a letter in reprisal which I have not as yet received.
However, I am still laughing at one of his remarks .... "When I was fifteen,
I wrote a Symphony in the key of C. Oh Gawd, was it ever in the key of C!"

For a change of pace, Mazz on November 13th is addressing the National Guild of
Community Music Schools at their conference. I'd like to go but I don't think
we are invited.

I just heard from Meredith Glassco about some thrills in store for us at some
forthcoming Mendelssohn Choir events. November 15th premiere of John Beckwith's

· "Place of Meeting" (Toronto of course), Haydn's "Lord Nelson Mass", Britten's
"Cantata Academia". On March 19th and 20th "The Messiah" with a quartette that
will satisfy even grouchy little old me. At Easter time Bach's "St. Matthew's
Passion".

H.L.
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Herewith the report of your Art Committee amenuensis on recent spectacu-
lar exhibitions offically opening Arts and Letters Season. Warm receptions onfirst nights followed by chilled reactions as mercury dipped and members observ-ed forcing hot soup between chattering teeth while calling down vengeance ofHeaven on destroyers of blessed antique radiators.

Members went all goose-pimples too over pleasures of observing wonders ofthe painter's, limner's and bibliophile's arts. Warmed by pyrotechnics of manyspectacular canvasses all agreed pneumonia was small price to pay for a Great Hall
now spacious art gallery.

R. York Wilson in retrospective displays the versatility that he showedwhen before War (Second) he turned out series of promotional magazines for famed
paper houses. Each month Ron (as then called) simulated different magazine:Stavepost, New Yorker, Liberty, Colliers other dear gone friends down to cartoons,layout and design. Unhampered by overabundance of academic tradition that might
have cast him in fusty illustrative mould, he experimented from the beginning in

The exhibition at the Arts and Letters "Gallery" showed how his work hasprogressed from fairly representational through monochromatic, semi-abstractionto vibrant but controlled abstractions in living color. The exhibition was gen-erally in chronological order with the exception of Baxter Award painting that wasswitched with Clair Stewart's because former was deeper by two feet and covereda hole in the wall. Also, Dr. Mazzoleni's treasure fitted so well, out of con-text, in Lamps Room complementing Dead Sea Scrolls and Sherry. Only possibility
of losing credit rating prevented your amenuensis from slipping it away between
the pages of one of old Bibles.

The serious or flippant observer could observe the progress of R. York
Wilson through several well-defined styles - all fully-realized and complete inthemselves. There is nothing tentative about this Artist.He has explored fullyand with professional skill each phase of his development. An innovator, he
learned to paint murals in new media by actually working on a section of a largemural in Mexico brushing in choirboys on the lower wall while his mentor gildedthe wings of flying angels.

A trail-blazer in techniques, York Wilson is also a world traveller who
brings back from his trips jewel-like canvasses (aw come off it, you're getting
carried away!). Through his work we could trace painterly progress through
Mexico, the Canary Islands, Paris, Venice, Rome, the Far East, right up to hismasking tape "Oriental Symphony".

All are indebted to him not only for his canvasses but for the fact that
if he hadn't painted so big, we would still have those old rads. Judy LaMarsh
and Prime Minister of Ontario Robarts ('tis rumoured), saw these paintings when
they were held over for an extra week. Ron York Wilson, with a beard like a
convivial Mennonite preacher, is Canada's Picasso, in the non-mistress sense of

The editorial cartoons are the cream of the Canadian crop since the
National Newspaper Awards were introduced almost twenty years ago. Many ofthem could rank as serious drawings and a number were as fine as medieval wood
engravings.
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* The humorously trenchant show proved that Canada's editorial cartoonists
are among the world's best. We are grateful to them for taking the trouble to
select and send in their drawings and we thank President Jack Yocom for provid-
ing continuity to the show by displaying his complete set of photocopies of the
award-winning cartoons.

Regretably, famed Duncan Macpherson was out-of-town on opening nights.

On opening night, talented Jamie Reidford of Globe and Mail fame was there
after ransacking his studio (and even making Richard Needham's office look messier
than it is) trying to find his third award-winning original: the Ottawa guillotine.
No luck so only two of his prize-winners were on display. That night he met Dalton
Camp and this exchange followed: "I've always wanted to meet you because I've
drawn you so much!" "I've always wanted to meet you because I have the original
of your Ottawa guillotine cartoon hanging in my office!" (Curtain).

And curtain too on this verbose report save to close with a tribute to
Near Eastern scholar John Wevers who not only hosted the opening nights, but con-
tributed the impressive display of Bibles and ancient documents and who with
indefatigable zeal pushed the ponderous display cases around, lovingly placed the
precious volumes on the glass shelves and bore with Christian resignation and sur-
prising restraint the fumbling efforts of this amanuensis who lost the lone pre-
cious bolt holding a key bracket in place. (Bet you were so busy studying the
erudite captions you didn't see the string from Charlie Brown's kite holding up
the Holy Books!)

Epicurean post script: On the last Wednesday night of the exhibition we
sampled a buffet that was a gourmet's delight ... hot seafood and sundry deli-
cacies including a roast turkey that wasn't even touched. Surely you are missing
a rare treat at most modest prices if you forgo these nights. After all Charlie
Band's taste is internationally famed - and he was one of only sixteen lucky
people who were present. Recommendation: turn out for these delightful evenings
lest this privilege vanish forever.

J.M.

The results of the ballot for the Christmas Dinner date were as follows (as of
October 28th).

For December 21st 101
For December 28th 100
Showing no preference 17

The Executive has decided that the Christmas Dinner will be held on December 28th
for the following reasons:

a) The total of votes cast was less than half the Club's
membership.

b) A majority of one from among the 201 ballots (not counting
those with no preference) was not sufficient a demand to

Sjustify a change.

So be it.
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THE LIBRARY

For those who are interested in what European and American art looked like in
1900 there is a particularly handsome and comprehensive book to be consulted in
the library. The Age Of Art Nouveau by Maurice Rheims, presents the turn of the
century in all its visual aspects: architecture, painting, sculpture, furniture,
clothes, jewels, interior decoration, books, posters and even machinery. As the
12 colour and 595 black-and-white plates show, no one wanted to look at a simple
90-degree angle; it had to be not only curved but curliculled.

An official guide book entitled Your United Nations is a most interesting 80-page
publication in text and pictures, of the work of all branches of the United Nations
headquarters in New York.

Other reference items recently obtained are A Catalogue Of Canadian Manuscripts,
The Canadian Pavilion (at Expo), Circulating Exhibition Catalogue, and 100 Years
Of Theatre in Canada.

Keith MacMillan has donated a catalogue entitled Canadian Vocal Music. Walter
Packman has given a copy of an exhibition catalogue entitled Art: U.S.A. (The
Johnson Collection Of Contemporary American Painting). Fred Kemp has given a
copy of the programme of the Loyal Societies Dinner in honour of H.R.H. Prin-
cess Alexandra. (It should be noted that the head table chairman was none other
than John Irwin in disguise).

H.B.

John Irwin evidently did a grand job of chairing the Loyal Societies Dinner to
honour H.R.H. Princess Alexandra at the Royal York Hotel on October 18th. As
spokesman for the following societies -- St. George's, St. Andrew's, St. Patrick's,
St. David's, the Royal Commonwealth Society, The English Speaking Union, the Royal
Overseas League, The Royal Canadian Military Institute and the Empire Club -- John
gave an impressive performance vouched for by many members who were present on that
auspicious occasion.

Tom Allen, erstwhile editorial writer for the Daily Star, is now ensconsed in the
ivy of Sheridan College, Brampton, as Chairmain, Liberal Arts. We wish him well
in his new role.

Welcome to new member William S. Milner - architect, proposed by G. Elton and
P. Allward. Mr. Milner has been in general practice for a decade but lately is
widening his interests especially in painting.

SPECIAL NOTE

On instruction of the executive committee
an up-to-date membership phone listing is
enclosed with this Monthly letter.

It is requested that this list be used for
Club purposes only.
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Members' Dinner Nov. 25th 1967 November 1967

A call of the wild brought out a good crowd to find out something about the lat-
est "Underground" movies, explained and shown by Club member Cinecity impressario
David Fry. Introduced by Stephen Langmead, Fry did not waste time in showing a
series of seven pictures. The offerings were certainly not Hollywood but were
the expressions of young independent film makers. In general, they represent a
protest against the Establishment. The term "Underground" seems out of order,
there's nothing illicit about them; they might be better named visual bombardment
of the senses. Some of the pictures certainly had psychodelic overtones--perhaps
better viewed when on a "Trip". Altogether it was an experimental adventure of
our entertainment committee, or perhaps an admonition to some of us who rest com-
fortably in our armchairs while the world, man, is sure rushing by. We liked the
quiet simplicity of the last title THE AWFUL BACKLASH which showed a pair of hands
slowly and patiently untangle a fishing line from a reel. The suspense was awful
but at the end when the reel was once again ready for action the response of our
members was stupendous. Talk about audience participation! The "SUPERSPREAD"
used seven projectors at one time. It required absolute attention and split sec-
ond utilization of our optics. We suppose that in the future we shall all have
to develop this kind of reaction. For the present let's enjoy the quiet scene.
John Yocom expressed the thanks of the Club to David Fry after which we all went
underground to retrieve our coats.

Welcome to new member Gordon Parker who is National Director of the Religion and
Theatre Council. Mr. Parker, a minister of the United Church of Canada, is a
singer and actor who freelances on the side, hopefully in the future on the Arts
§ Letters stage.

The Entertainment Committee has been very active so far this season. They have
been presenting a succession of events to cheer us all in this bleak November.
Not in order of importance or interest we record the all too brief discussion
at luncheon on Nov. 15th of EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION introduced by Elmer Philips
and discussed by Elwy Yost, Director of M.E.T.A. and Art Knowles; Al Collier's
delightful description of his sketching expedition to Lake O'Hara in the Rockies,
at a Ladies Night on Nov. 22nd; Horace Lapp's repeat performance of his ART OF
IMPROVISATION before the same group on Nov. 29th.

The Entertainment Committee has asked us to advise you that future Wednesday
evening buffets will only be available when a special event is scheduled. This
will always be in the form of a card announcement. In other words--no card,
no buffet.

_ I I ___
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In the November 1967 issue of Canadian Antique Collector appears an interesting
article on Eskimo Art by that intrepid traveller and collector C. S. Band.

Accidental or Intentional?

In the beautifully printed "Order of Service" for the Centennial service of a
prominent Toronto girls' school held recently in St. James Cathedral there
appeared an amusing mis-print in the "Gloria" which read as follows:

"As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be,
world without men, Amen."

FROM AN OLD TIMER'S DIARY

Monday, September 29, 1913 At lunch today Peter Donovan told of having been
sent to interview Sir Gilbert Parker for the Montreal Star. Parker asked him if
he could write shorthand and when Peter said he couldn't, declined to give him
an interview, inferring that his remarks were too precious to be taken down other-
wise than verbatim. However, he said if Peter would come back in an hour he would
fix up something for him. Coming back, Parker handed him a complete interview
written in the third person. With questions and answers as - "What do you think
of the political situation at present?" asked the reporter. "Well" replied Sir
Gilbert with a smile, as he leaned on the mantlepiece, etc. etc.

Another story about Sir Gilbert Parker was to the
effect that one evening when Lord Rosebery and some of his friends were playing
cards in a select London club, a sound as of mice was heard behind the wainscot-
ting. "What's that?" exclaimed one of the party. "That?" said Lord Rosebery
dryly, "why that's only Parker climbing."

ARCHIVES MATERIAL (specific request department)

For quite some years the Librarian has been asking for contributions such as
old programmes of special club events, pictures suitable for hanging in the
front hall, early publications dealing with the arts in Canada, etc. Admittedly
this has become tiresome for readers of this Letter, but what can you do with
someone who feels that the next request may bring some hoped-for items? And
here's the next request, in three parts:

1) a monograph by W.W. Alexander, privately printed in 1927
on the painter W. J. Thompson;

2) a pamphlet issued in 1930 by the Canadian Society of
Painters and Etchers dealing with the same painter;

3) a copy of the Club Monthly Letter dated any time
between January 1944 and December 1946.

A & L Christmas Dinner, Thursday, December 28th 1967

A few Centennial overtones will be included in the 1967 A § L Christmas Dinner
by using themes very freely adopted from "L'Ordre de Bon-Temps" (an Order
originally founded by Samuel de Champlain at Port Royal in 1606).

The Society of Good Cheer tells the story of life at the garrison during those
bitter winters when the Order stood for the best in good living when Poutrin-
court's table groaned beneath the luxuries of the winter forest: flesh of moose,
caribou and deer, beaver, otter, hair; with ducks, geese, grouse, and plover;
sturgeon, too, and trout and other fish speared through the ice in the neighbour-
ing bay. These repasts were always attended by ceremonials followed by song.



The guests were frequently Indian Chiefs.

Brent Rowe will be in charge of visual aids for the evening's entertainment and
* Keith Bissell will direct a string ensemble and chamber choir.

Period music will be performed together with extracts from the Ballad Opera
"L'Ordre de Bon-Temps" - based on French Canadian Folk Songs (Libretto: de
Montigny, English Translations: J. Murray Gibbon and music arranged by Healey
Willan). The Club Choir (tout ensemble) will render appropriate carols, etc.

Bombarded from right and left by advertising; drowning in a sea of paper and
a deluge of words, modern man is "blowing his mind" to quote the younger genera-
tion that often seem to have "blown their cool" too.

In the midst of this great barrage it is difficult to select the good from
the mediocre, the excellent from the good. The most successful Canadian attempt
to do this has papered the sagging walls of the Great Hall in recent weeks -
Graphica '67.

"A real happening! An exciting environment! The show is hung as an artform in itself!" said one of the most distinguished professional artists in the
Club.

Around the walls, competing with each other, just as in the papers, magazines,
the morning mail and the television channels, the cream of the advertising, and
editorial graphics clamor for attention. Here is a show to which the leading
American Communication Arts magazine devoted eighteen pages, including color.

On November 20th one of the largest luncheon groups in recent years turned
out (on a Monday,yet!) to hear Lionel Brouse, professional member of the A6L and
President of the Art Directors Club of Toronto. An Upper Canada and U. of T.
grad he is one of the modern breed who need not necessarily draw but can create
in films, TV, radio and in print. The winner of more awards than anyone elsein Canadian advertising, (including New York Art Directors' show where Ron York
Wilson was in 1947 the first Canadian represented with an O'Keefe ad), he is
the only Canadian to earn "Best of Category" TV Awards in Hollywood and at
Cannes Festival.

This Senior Vice-President and Director of Creative Services for Spitzer,
Mills and Bates told how the entries were submitted in the thousands from across
Canada for Graphica '67. For those in the know, the American judges he listed
read like a Who's Who of world communication art. The judges were as tough and
rough in their choices as in the New York shows and only 271 items survived their
critical mauling. These indeed are the best examples of the communication arts
sponosred by the latter day Medici - businessmen, p.r. types and publishers.
Thirteen won awards of excellence and twenty-seven earned awards of distinctive
merit.

Many of the surviving exhibits adorn the Club walls, covering holes, ripped
panels, loose nails, etc., in a carefully laid out, albeit somewhat overpowering
display created by the Art Directors themselves armed with rapid-fire staple guns.
(Will our walls, like Jericho's come down when the last trumps of publicity blow
and the staples are removed?)

* Many more examples are stashed away in the basement to be swept away when
this, the first Toronto showing concludes, following a private afternoon view-
ing in the Club premises for art teachers.

The TV commercials were not run for our members, on the theory that their



monastic and meditative solitude should not be encroached upon whilst partaking
of bread. (David Fry changed all this at the Monthly Dinner!)

Your amanuensis should not report on Ladies' Night, November 22nd, except
that one of our leading professional artists was the speaker and he drew an
overwhelming crowd. The miracle of the loaves and the fishes was re-enacted
as a swamped staff cheerfully managed to feed the multitude. And that multitude
was also fed an extraordinarily fine blending of witty anecdotes, travelogue and
aesthetics when Alan Collier, R.C.A., described his Lake O'Hara sketching exped-
ition. We were all hanging by our fingertips from imaginary ledges as he showed
magnificently vertiginous slides taken from steeply sloping mountain trails.

His painting, displayed in the cavernous gloom of the Lounge, generated so
much sparkle on their own that Club members were vying among themselves to lift
them off the walls to read the code numbers on the reverse and put in their re-
quests to add them to their private collections.

All told an excellent performance in words, paint and color reversal film
by one of the best in the profession!

J. M.

We are indebted to Frank Carrington for the following item which we share with
our numerous(?) readers. It forms what we shall describe as a Christmas supple-
ment.

It appears that an English youth, R. Lyndon Fairweather, took the well known
nursery rhyme Little Jack Horner and re-wrote it as some famous poets might
have expressed the same sentiment. For instance, Tennyson, Wordsworth,
Kipling, Burns, Milton, Shakespeare.

And so the lad in simple garb arrayed

Reposed him in the angle of the wall,
Upon a wooden bench of rustic form.
Jack Horner was his name, and often he
Reclined upon this self-same bench and mused.
But now he held supported on his knees
A dish of goodly fare, wherein he sought
With nimble hand the fairest of the fruits,
And having found he drew it forth anon,
And quoth aloud with perfect courtesy,
"Good sir, I am an honest lad withal."

I saw a little cottage lad

Who in a corner sate,

His happy face it made me glad

A Christmas pie he ate.

"What is your name, my little boy?"
"Jack Horner, sir", said he.

His face lit up with childish joy
In its simplicity.

He put his thumb within the pie,

In search of pleasant food,

And said, when he had licked it dry,
"Kind sir, I'm very good!"
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You can see Jack Horner sitting in the corner

Of the Kitchen with his pudding in his lap.

If the dish you try to collar

You can bet your bottom dollar

That you'll find he ain't indulging in a nap.

For he shoves his little thumb in

When he hears a person comin'

And he picks the biggest plum that he can see.

Then he makes this observation

On the present situation,

"Guess you won't find anyone as good as me!"

Jack Horner there the bonnie lad

Sae fu' of joy and pleasure,

A wee bit askit makes him glad.

He's eating at his leisure.

The noo he pu's a plum awa

And then he takes anither

An' says, "We're nae sae bad at a',

The pie and me thegither!"

Come heavenly muse and sing to me

In tones of passion pure and free.

Jack Horner was the knave yclept

Who in a corner hiding crept.

And like the guest in Circe's power,

Consuming spent a pleasant hour.

From Christmas pie of goodly hue

He drew a plum which shone anew,

As though from far Hesperides

It took the apple's power to please.

Then to Jove's altar loud he cried,

"I am too good! Let plums abide!"

"A pie! A Christmas pie! and naught beside.

That's scarce a dish for princes, not so rare -

But I should ask some relish, too. But stay!

That was the dish Jack Horner ate

What time he lodged upon the seat and plucked

With thumb in dish the ever-luscious plum

Which he consumed thereon.

To taste, to eat. To eat - perchance to choke.

Ah, there's the rub!

For who can say the plum can not call up

The thousand ills that flesh is heir to?

Yet Horner ate and, having eaten,

Still pronounced himself content,

No slave of conscience, but in his own eyes justified."
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LAPP'S CORNER

Ho, Ho, Ho, Ha, Ha, Ha. The Christmas season is now upon us without, thank
Heaven, the early crop of Christmas Carols which have inundated this country
for years. I don't know how many space sets were sold by "0 Little Town of
Bethlehem" sixty times a day but the new pills did a roaring business. I
visited quite a few churches that I won't be able to see when they do their
Christmas music, Healey Willan was not at St. Mary's. He was in the hospital
for his long awaited eye operation. He may not be ready for the midnight Mass
this year, although the choir members are hoping. I saw David Ouchterlony con-
ducting his choir. It is quite refreshing to see a conductor who does not wave
his arms around like a ghost returning from an unsuccessful house hunt.

By the time you get this, the Messiah by Elmer Iseler will have come and gone,but this time with a quartette of singers that I am sure will be on a par with
the singing of the choir. John Sidgwick's concert with the Orpheus Choir was
thought to be the best since they started as an organization, but, earning my
living that night, I had to miss it. After the sixth of December my 2000 voice
choir, Lloyd Bradshaw, my eighty voice choir (Harry Maude's words), the sixty
piece Royal Regiment band, will be only a pleasant memory. The show in front
of the Parliament Buildings will be all over, and I am going to bed for a week.

Anyone for Charlottetown on December 10th? If so, go to hear Keith Bissell's
new work, commissioned by the Charlottetown Confederation Centre Choir (C.C.C.C.).
It is called, "Christmas in Canada" in which no virgins will conceive, no wise
man will mount a camel, Horrid Herod will not appear, and there will be no
scarcity of rooms at the inn. Keith says there will not be one note of Stravinsky
in his music, which will be a relief after the efforts of some of Mr. S's
disciples polluting the musical air. Keith will be conducting his own music
which should ensure an excellent performance.

Charles Peaker's Saturday afternoon organ recitals are on again, for the 1000th
year and they will probably continue their delightful way for another 1000
years, with Charles, we hope.

Lloyd Bradshaw and his company of singers, gave Joe Master's Jazz Mass at the
Art Gallery, and, in that place, it came off very successfully and beautifully
before a most enthusiastic audience. Lloyd didn't put it on in a church which,
I think, showed excellent taste. Most people go to church to worship, not to
dance in the aisles.

At Christmas time, many of our church organists living in pampered luxury on
a salary of 1500 bucks a year would do well to think of George Frederick Handel
who in 1703 received fifty dollars a year for playing the organ in Halle Cathe-
dral. Or, perhaps, think of Norman Choate, who played in St. Marks, Port Hope
for a present - one Coalport cup and saucer per annum. They completed the set
the year he died.

I won't wish you a "Season's Greetings", I won't wish you good "Holiday Cheer",
I won't wish you "Compliments of the Season". I'm going to wish you a straight,
honest, above board, civilized, MERRY CHRISTMAS, darn it. Who don't like it can
sue me. Merry Christmas.

H.L.
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CORRESPONDENCE

"The Editor, Arts § Letters Club Newsletter,

Sir: Must your otherwise estimable publication really continue to give valuable
space to the fatuous blathering of him who so cravenly, albeit probably wisely,

cringes anonymously behind the tepid initials "H.L."!

In the last two issues of the NL he has made pointed reference to my beard, al-

though why he should concern himself with such a small matter is quite beyond

me. "H.L." even goes so far as to claim that he has made an "attack" on my

beard. If so, the beard has never noticed it. Moreover he has even described

it, with Lord knows what cockeyed imagery in mind, as being "in C". Any even

half-baked musical hack should be able to tell at a glance that at the very least

the thing is bitonal.

That any Club member should be so lapp-dogged by such inept columnar calumny I

find difficult to accept. Please call him off and tie him up somewhere - else!

Yours sincerely but sadly, Keith MacMillan"

"Dear Fred, All of these notices that I receive from the Club do make me very
homesick to be back with you folk and enjoy the parties and chatting with all of
you. So many of our old dear friends have gone on their way that we miss them
much even when we attend. But, my-0-my, how I would like to be again at our
Christmas dinner again. I haven't been for a long time now it seems.

I did get up to Santa Barbara to see Reg Stewart and his wife Ruby, a month or

so ago. Tell Frank Denton that his portrait of Reg is hanging in a prominent

place in the household.

It would be a grand idea to have the Club Dinner out here some time and then

there wouldn't be the trouble of fearing that the first forty percent would
bar the other sixty percent from attending.

Come out and see the Rose Parade in Pasadena on January first.

I'm still expecting Chuck Matthews to come out sometime and spend a week or
two with us some afternoon as he promised last year.

So, Goodnight, good luck and happiness to all of you.

Colin."

W.K. Colin Campbell

35141 Comino Capistrano

Capistrano Beach, California 92624
* * *

"An Ode to Fred entitled . . ..

THE DREAM

A shivering mortal this morn' when I woke,

Could this be real or a horrible joke.

I dreamed that 'twas Christmas as I lay there in bed

And, horror of horrors, I hadn't wrote Fred.
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What of the Club and the Feast and the Fun;
Of all of these pleasures I had been out-done. 4
And then the old lady, my fast sleeping spouse,
Who was sawing it off, as quiet as a mouse,
Awoke to my wild and hideous scream,
Yipi Ho! Odds Bods! 'Twas only a dream.
Down the stairs like a flash, nearly breaking my neck,
I wrote me an ode and a five dollar cheque.
Straight from the house with flying shirt-tail
I dropped me the envelope into the mail.
Send me a ticket dear, kindly old Fred
I breathed to myself - as I went back to bed.

Most sincerely,

John Fleetwood-Morrow

THE LIBRARY

Of the many Canadian books obtained during the past year the most outstanding
is Canada/A Year Of The Land. It deserves special commendation for its con-
tribution to the Centennial year. Quite simply and briefly, all members are
urged to examine it if they have not already done so, for it is a real achieve-
ment in the book publishing field. It has been produced by The National Film
Board, designed by Allan Fleming, published by The Queen's Printer, and contains
a sensitive text by Bruce Hutchison as well as 260 striking photographic plates.

Other books of timely interest are: The Oxford Companion To Canadian History
And Literature, by Norah Story; Canada Year Book 1967 (a useful reference tool);
A Guide To Pre-Confederation Furniture Of English Canada, by Don Stewart; Canada
In Cartoon, compiled by William Werthman; An Historical Almanac Of Canada, by
Lena Newman; A Dictionary Of Canadianisms On Historical Principles.

A number of persons have recently made contributions to the library; brief
acknowledgement of these follows:

Merrill Denison has given a copy of Vol. 1 of his History Of The Bank Of Montreal.
Colin MacDonald has sent from Ottawa a copy of Vol. 1 of his very useful Dictionary
Of Canadian Artists. John Morrow has given the number of Communications Art which
reviewed the Art Directors' show recently on the Club walls. Bill Stensson has
donated a burlap-covered copy of the Canadian Nurseryman's Centennial Yearbook.
Joe McCully has contributed several items, including the programme of The Oxford
Historical Pageant Book Of Words and The Mermaid Theatre Review. Bill Thompson
has given several items dealing with films, including Film Listing and Catalogue
of Films 1963. Keith MacMillan has given us the Canadian Chamber Music Catalogue,
as well as the first five numbers of Musicanada.

H.B.


